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Ollie’s book 
11/l/91 #l HATONN FRIDAY of half and whole-lies is without 
3aims and discounting are pouring “reasonable” credibility. What you 
orth--if you stay alert you don’t had best pay attention to is the 
ven have to read the book to mumblings of the under-cover 
he farce involved. Watch WHO “pushers” to run the treasonist for 
Nays WHAT! President. He has sold out so it is 

obvious that he would be an excel- 
The National Security “experts” are lent puppet for the job. Also note 
liligently downplaying Oliver’s WHO is pushing it! The ADL, 
lew book. Robert McFarlane, WZO, AIL--right with Solarz. 
Tormer Reagan aide, dismisses “Heroism” just seems to have nc 
qorth’s claim that a few more days bounds in America. You don’1 
If bargaining in Tehran in 1986 seem to recognize the criminah 
night have freed all U.S. hostages when you have one do the act righl 
IS “a stupid idea” and thinks Iran under your noses. 
may have duped North into making 
:he trip. A top Bush official says Well, there is alwys an “Achilles’ 
North’s assertions are aimed at heel” in every dark intent--and il 
selling books. Yes, and taking just might be that Ross Perot am 
more “credit” than deserved for his his “proof” of the North lie is the 

infamous “superman” roles. Come first one. If you cannot see thal 
now--this was a Lt. Colonel who Oliver’North is a puppet, then thi! 
hardly could wipe his own nose, nation is in worse trouble than 1 

chelas. He was the -“fall guy” who suspected. LOOK at the man pm. 
was paid off to take that fall and the trayed on TV and in the pictures ir 
one who could testify was mur- the press--then go look at the mar 

dered--that was Bill Casey. Instant as he testified, etc. You MUST 

brain tumor it was called! The learn to recognize that which i! 
cover-up and the present cloud-bank ammunition against you! 

, 

14 
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Bogus Auctions 
I guess I need to help my people put AUCTIONS TO NOT 
another 2 + 2 together here, if you EVEN AN AUCTIONEER 

will be patient a moment. WOULD GO? The assumption of 
“potential bidders” would simply be 

Iwant you ones to remember that that the property had been “settled” 

you have found out quite acciden- so no one would be able to push the 

tally that Salomon is named as be- issue. Worse, it would be impossi- 
ing involved in the title “rights” to ble to discover “how many” such 
this Ekker property case. Please sales were never made! This is one 
bear with me while I recite some of the largest scam operations and 
facts to you and see if you can’t be- no one can ever seem to hang on 
gin to add those numbers. A head- tong enough to uncover the culprits. 
line in the Friday, Oct. 25 issue of Well, I suggest that we may have 
the JOURNAL went begun to uncover the bugs ‘neath 
something like the following: the rocks. 

I think you might also note that 
“Salomon had to withdraw $110 

$19.7 

. I don’t have the story 
at hand and it matters not in any “--(Surely there would 
way regarding the whole story. If be no bonuses when a company is 
they have bogus Treasury auctions in trouble.) 

does, it not BECOME MORE 
THAN REASONABLE THAT By the way, the technicality utilized 
THEY WOULD HAVE MULTI- by Steven Horn regarding the four 
TUDES OF BOGUS PROPERTY “witnesses” who attended the first 

court session which did not take 
See BOGUS next page 

Many important topics 
With so many topics needing outlay 
I am a bit at a loss as to how to pre- 
sent it all to you. Each topic seems 
as important as that of another and 
background appears even more per- 
tinent but we will simply do the 
best we can. I feel I must reprint 
an article of which YOU MUST 
TARE FULL ATTENTION. The 

world is not large any longer, 
chelas--Africa is instantly in your 
living room, for instance. You get 
no actual truth from the media 

and/or press and what happens in 
that arena impacts you very greatly. 

Phantom fdrce 
ake a deep breath and then hold it 

a minute because this one is 

going to be more important than 
you can imagine: A Police Corps 

provision in the crime bill to pro- 
vide scholarships for college stu- 

dents who agree to serve four years 
in a police force is getting greal 
support and a lot of rhetoric. Thiz 

would put $800 million available tc 
TRAIN SPECIAL FORCES! 
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Altered states Truth iri the Economy - 
‘SEROTONIN YIELDS REME- 
3IES INCLUDING ONE TO 
IREAT MIGRAINES. ” Nice 
leadline? “Its a gold-mine,” “...it 

.s predicted to be a billion-dollar-a- 
year holding, ” says ones such as 
Theresa Branchek, a pharmaceutical 
scientist at Neurogenetic Corp., 
Paramus, N. J. Sound good? I 
think I will tell you how it RE- 
ALLY is. This drug, Imigran, is 
Deing released by the U.S. Food 
and Drug Administration. Now 

who do you suppose constitutes the 
FDA? Over three-quarters of the 
FDA are from the major drug 
louses owned and operated by the 
Elite Banksters. Go back and read 
he names of the Drug Companies 
from Europe who are totally con- 
trolled and operated by the Elite and 
get sick--or wait until the drugs kill 
you to get sick--take your pick. 

See how this little reality sits with 

fou dear ones who think the econ- 
>my is in recovery: “OLYMPIA 
YORK FINDS THAT IT ISN’T 
[MMUNE TO REAL-ESTATE 
CRUNCH; Value of the Firm’s 
Holdings Falls as It Struggles to Fill 
its Many Office Towers. ” Who is $200 
his company? It is 

Let me just reprint here briefly: 
. . $550 

given 

$1 12 

. . 

I believe that is enough to get the 
point? YOUR ENTIRE WORLD 
IS BEING FORECLOSED BY 
THE BANKSTERS!--YOUR EN- 
TIRE WORLD. 

U.N. plans South Africa invasion 
Oh, but this little company is called 
“Glaxo Holding PLC”, not Schiff, 
etc., you might say. No, this “little 

company” is number-two drug 
maker, right behind Merck & Co. 
They plan, further, -to soon release 
and “exploit a mother lode of po 

tential drugs.. .for depression, anxi- 
ety, memory loss, eating disorders, 
“mpotence, substance abuse, addic- 
‘ons and schizophrenia. ” 

mated. 

at you are witnessing is the Elite 
losing in on total mind-contrd 

ough drugs which are nicely ap 

i 

roved and will turn the populatior 
‘nto zombies. 

A total of 93,000 ground troops 
with support from air and sea would 
cost $94,137,000 for a 30-day 
blitzkrieg, it was estimated. The 

idea would be to bring the govem- 
ment to heel for its apartheid (racial 

separation) policy and turn the 
country over to non-whites. 

Carnegie’s document raised eye- 
brows of U.N. diplomats because 

See U.N. next page 

ear ones, if you’ refuse to “see”, 

‘t help you--you must wake ul 
fore they put you to sleep for 

ver. - 

‘Anti-government protesters barri- New York, July 53, 1991 (see, al- 
xded streets in Zaire’s capital and ready four months old). I ask that 
:lashed with the soldiers who fired this writing immediately be sent to 
into the air to disperse the crowd. our brothers in South Africa--im- 
Ihe violence in Kinshasa came as mediately. 
Dpposition parties refused to accept 
President Mobutu’s new choice for QUOTE: 
prime minister, and appealed for the 
reappointment of a leading opposi- Western delegations to the 

tion leader to that post. ” United Nations are expressing in- 

and: credulity and shock over publication 

“The African National Congress by the Carnegie Endowment for 
urged the South go+ International Peace of a 

emment to reopen investigations a 

into deaths of more 80 

apartheid activists in police 
from 1963 to 1990. The opposition Titled 
group many deaths been 

* disingenuously’ ascribed to ail- page book sets out in elaborate de- 

ments accidents.” Now who is tail military measures to be taken by 

kidding who? Please pay attention ground troops and naval and air 

to the following: units. Casualties are carefully esti- 

BOGUS, cont. from 
previous page 

place because of collusion--were 
witnesses for Iarry 

Mitchell. Of course Santa Barbara 

Savings and Loan Association 
(Association) intended to use them 
if it should become necessary--since 
they are the ones who said they 
were present and NOT Mr. 
Mitchell--but, technically, Horn can 
continue to say that the Association 
only had TWO witnesses present-- 
and has done so. time after time, 
making a big issue of it to boot. I 

suggest you allow no moss to grow 
on the matter--like get on it 
or you will find it forever used 
AGAINST you as some sort of 

laughable “nuts”. 

, 

Iraqi punishment continues 
Here is a dandy: panel has 
decided that the Baghdad govern- 

ment will have to compensate Gulf 

War victims for mental pain and 
anguish caused by Iraq’s invasion of 
Kuwait, diplomats in Geneva said. 
Among those who were singled out 
for compensation are the hostages 
that the Iraqis held as ‘human 
shields’. . . . . ” Funny thing; I see no 

mention about compensation to any AFTER the reinstatement of him to 

of the family members of the his royal pink palace throne and 80 
12,000 men the U.S. 

BURIED IN 
bOOPs wives. I suppose it must seem ap- 

TRENCHES propriate to some readers--but it is 
(ALIVE)- Nor do I see mY c-o~- certainly elusive to me. 
pensation for anyone bombed out in 
a civilian survival shelter. I do not 
even see any compensation allowed 
for the Palestinians and Jews slain 
at the hands of the Kuwaiti Emir 

I 
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cial stability exists in the country. 
There is prosperity and peace. 

the source is a t&c .exempt founda- South Africa has been built by the 
tion supposedly dedicated to peace whites into the industrial giant of 
as opposed to war. It appeared at a the continent. The per capita in- 
time when the United States is be- come of the nonwhites far exceeds 
ing urged to forget all about the re- that of any other country in Africa.” 

fusal of the Soviet Union, France 
and others to pay for U.N. peace- The endowment call to arms 
keeping ventures. was edited by Amelia C. Leiss, a 

member of the foundation staff. 
The battle blueprint, it was noted, 
flies in the face of a U.N. Charter Contributors included Vernon 

provision prohibiting the intema- McKay, Director of the program of 

ti0na.l organization from taking ac- African Studies at the 
tion in matters “essentially within kins School of Advanced Intema- 

the domestic jurisdiction” of any tional Studies and a State Depart- 

country. ment adviser. William 0. Brown, 
professor of sociology and Director 

The volume has been circulated of the African Studies Center, 
among all 114 member country mis- Boston University, and William A. 

sions here. According to reliable Hance, Chairman of the Department 

sources, it carries the approval of U of Geography of Columbia Uni- 
Thant of Burma, U.N. former Set- versity. 

retary General, and Alex Quaison 
Sackey of Ghana, General Assem- PRINTED BY FOUNDATION 

bly President. 
Although the book was printed 

_FOUGHT CONGO RESCUE by the foundation, a footnote said, 
“The findings and conclusions are 

Quaison-Sackey recently launched a those of the authors and do not pur- 
violent attack upon South Africa at port to represent the views of the 
the University of California where Carnegie endowment, its trustees or 
he received an honorary degree. officers.” 
Earlier he opposed the joint United 
States-Belgian-British air lift rescue PRETTY 

of white hostages from the Congo. 
The authors say a way of forc- 

A foreword to the book by Joseph ing South Africa to obey the U.N. 
E. Johnson, endowment president, would be by a “show of force” to 

asserted that the reason for its persuade “the South African gov- 
printing was the “explosive situa- ernment and people of the serious- 
tion” and “the impact that situation ness of the U.N.‘s intent and of the 
may have on the prospects for peace resolve and determination of its 
and on the future of the U.N.” members. Given South Africa’s 

long coast line and its vulnerability 

“Only two things are certain--that to air attack it would seem most 
trouble is coming, and that when it logical that a U.N. show of force 
comes it will have immediate reper- would be primarily a naval and air 

cussions in the U.N. ,‘I he wrote. operation, ” the authors went on. 

“These forces also have the advan- 
Johnson said that, while no policy tage of being readily observable. ” 
recommendations were made, the 
endowment’s analysis “would have “The psychological impact of 
certain implications”. such an operation might be even 

greater if there were well publicized 

DENIED BY SOUTH AFRICAN incorporation of some ground units 
in these forces--implying the possi- 

Ambassador Matthys I. Botha, bility of an intention to go beyond a 
South Africa’s permanent represen- blockade if necessary.” 

tative to the U.N., denied trouble 
was brewing in his country. -ITS COST 

“Why all this agitation?” he asked A six-month’s naval and air 

“The fact is that economic and so- blockade would cost approximately 
$185,672,000, it was said. 

Turning to direct military inter- 
vention, the book said a ground 
force of 93,ooO was well within the 
capability of some lesser military 
powers but that one big power 
might have to be recruited for the 

final showdown. Russia, which has 
been attempting to gain a toehold in 
the Congo and elsewhere in Africa, 
would presumably eagerly volunteer 
for the role. 

The United States in the past has 
opposed military and economic 

sanctions. Last year Washington 
cut off sales of weaponry to South 
Africa and a protest against 
apartheid and the British followed 

suit. 

Voluntary economic sanctions 
against the country have flopped. 
South Africa’s trade and prosperity 
have flourished. 

The invasion blue printers said 
their estimates were based on World 
War II, the Korean conflict, the 
U.N. venture into the Congo, the 
Bay of Pigs fiasco against Fidel 

Castro’s communist citadel in Cuba, 
and other sources. END QUOT- 
ING. 

For me to do justice to this insanity 

October surprises 

~ Page ‘3. 

is too time consuming and assumes 
you don’t understand what it says. 
Let me just point out that any time 
you have an American “foundation” 
footing the bill for anything--be- 
ware. They are in cahoots with the 
British who fully intend to retain 
the nation of Africa for the wealth 
within and, further, they plan to 
take out the blacks. Remember, 
world--it was in South Africa tha\ 
AIDS was deliberately introduced 
and now there are two additional 
“lethal” diseases loosed on the peo- 
ple in experiments. The United 
Nations is simply a tool of the Elite 
and NOTHING GOOD COULD 
OR WOULD COME FROM 
ANYTHING SET FORTH BY 
THESE TRAITORS AND CON- 
SPIRATORS . 

Precious ones in South Africa, I am 
sorry, for my heart cries out at the 
madness of evil intent. Hold strong 
for we must take the first steps 
where it can later bring the most 
impact--where freedom can still be 
reclaimed to some extent. It is 

from this sector that the reversal of 
intent must be made and then tli,? 
Elite will be shown for that which 
they are. What you have is “a 

world imprisoned”. Effort not to 

despair for help is coming. 

You who still want to dwell on the the technology abounding about 
“October Surprise” as relates to the your place--which will, by the way, 
holding of hostages in Iran in order : be used to make you think space 
to get Reagan elected--had better be aliens have invaded. That cute little 
looking at other surprises you spy plane in point can travel at least 
haven’t had “leaked” to you yet. triple to quadruple the speed given 

you-the-public. It moves quite ef-m 

Forget, if you will for a minute, , ficiently at extremely high altitudes 
that a man called “Gunther” flew at several times the speed of sound. 
Bush from the Paris meeting in the This is the little plane which has 

super-swift “Blackbird”. I am been “retired”? and a copy of same 

“leaking” it that Mr. Bush was also put into a museum! If you don’t 
flown secretly to Moscow to meet wish to believe Hatonn’s prior 
with Gorbachev and confirm the writings or this one--just stick 
“deal” and “rules” of the Gulf War- around for a while! 

-just as it began. The entire thing 
was set-up and orchestrated right I don’t want to leave out you “tax” 
according to the blueprints. interested people. If you don’t pay 

attention you will miss a big one. 

You ones don’t seem to understand 
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IRS brief 
Ion? miss the hidden “between the 

ines” in this one: “IRS Notice 940, 
’ Por Que Debo Entregarie Una 
Forma W-4 A Mi Empleador? 
my Do I Have to Give My Em- 
jloyer a Form W-4?), ’ explains tax 
withholding in Spanish.. . . The 

. 

Number one: The requirement of i 
W-4 is unlawful. 
Number two: The IRS is already z 
private corporation and not a Fed 
eral agency, so what is this NEW 
Tax Executives Institute’? 

Briefs... 
4 couple of last-minute items and 
hen I will give you all a break: 

a 12.5% 

?ay attention to these things 
)ecause it tells much. - It says 
pnly and loudly that the Elite 
lave capitulation for control of the 
nedia--even extended to the 
Iapanese interests--remember, Japan 
1s a mighty member of the Trilateral 
Commission and, 

bought for 
S99.8 million Chrysler’s 50% stake 
in their Diamond-Star U.S. auto 

Factory. ” 

Does this sound like “economy re- 
every” in the U.S. to you? 

War conference in Madrid 
11/3/91 #l HATONN w 

1 am taking a bit of a different ap- 
proach to “Today’s Watch” this 
morning. What do YOU think the 
non-news means? Keep in mind 

that there was never any intent to 
have a “peace” conference and Is- 
rael has been continuously bombing 
Lebanon all the while the talks were 
under way. So far, Syria has told it 
exactly as it IS and if the world 
won’t hear I suggest you get your 
bomb shelters in order--the U.S. 

will be a target this time when the 
war gets under way. As you move 
along, so will Australia and New 
Zealand because those are places 
wherein the Elite have their luxury 
living quarters to wait out nuclear 

holocaust--those installations will 
NOT be overlooked by the enemy. 

So will Argentina and the Antarctic 
regions because both also harbor 
massive installations and survival 
sheltering for the Elite. Perhaps the 
Elite know something which you 
ones don’t? I dare say most cer- 
tainly. For one thing it will be 
those areas which shall likely be 

above water after the “shifting” of 
the poles of the planet. The planet 
will be shifted if you get into mas- 
sive devastating nuclear war which 

might end up igniting the atmo- 
sphere. I would guess that you can 
see the careful calculations? 

I further note that “if the Syrians 

and Israelis don’t meet, President 
Bush has said he will point his fin- 
ger at the culprit.” Now doesn’t 
that simply terrify those partici- 

pants? He, further, of course 
means that he will point his finger 

at Syria. But it is hard for Mr. 
Bush because the Zionists have 
marked him personally for assassi- 
nation.. Rock and hard place? 

By the way, don’t you think the So- 
viets made a clever comment on 
Mr. Bush’s ability to control any- 
thing by their storm manipulation 
which took out Bush’s $2 million 
cabin in Maine? I’m quite sure the 
message was not wasted. 

Events at Edwards AFB 
I will take this opportunity to re- Space Command, friends. You had 
mind the foolish at&k crew at Ed- best check and find out what is ac- 
wards that another incident like ceptable and that which will NOT 
yesterday with my scribe will be an- be tolerated. Our group is doing 
swered with our taking out your nothing to trouble you ones for our 
pulse beam system and not just your thrust is for survival and reclama- 
ELF bands as we did yesterday. I tion--you ones will deal with your 
suggest you read this most carefully personal aspects in any way you de- 
for we weary of “warning” you sire but you will leave my crew 
over and over. I trust you of the alone! I trust you “know what I 
crew in that place know that you are mean”? 
“human” and humans perish in t@e 
line of fire. Such attacks are con- For the rest of you readers, I dis- 
sidered “war” and I do not think abled Edward’s ELF system on the 
you wish to begin a war with the yesterday when Dharma had to be 

in Rosamond on MY business. 
They attacked and almost killed her- 
-1 do not take the incident lightly. I 

trust all in the area noted a tremen- 

dous blast as if a rocket were 
launched only to find no rocket at 
the end of the contrail! We will be 
as subtle as possible to protect the 
innocent but we will NOT TOL- 
ERATE THIS KIND OF BEHAV- 

IOR ACTED OUT AGAINST OUR 
CREW! SO BE IT FOR YOU 
WILL NOT LIKE THE NEXT 
INCIDENT--AT ALL! 

NATO and the NW0 
Spare me further comment please. clever. correct and we work TOTALLY 

It seems that JUST the NATO par- within the laws of the land. Any- 

are now going to be the I welcome all other receivers but I one who chooses to do otherwise 
ones to ‘New must remind you in this area that (break those laws) is not of us and 

Order”! I’m sure it will be quite this location is in MY command and only brings harm upon our workers. 

no brother from this realm will 

Nothing happenem override that position--please do not Ones who must 

ask them to do so. are infil- of any type or rebel in active 

Didn’t it? What about a near seven “Hallo&en” happenings today--as 
trated with agents--which is fine “illegal” affront, MUST WlTH- 

point earthquake in Japan? What with me. It is YOU who must use DRAW FOR YOU ENDANGER 

about an “airquake” that rattled all 
The reason that I wel- TJIE WORK AND THE WORK- 

of Southern California and was un- 
EVIL, you will be absorbed by the 
EVIL--I hope the dental bill does 

come them is that we need help ERS. The reason that we are not in 

accountable for it was NOT an not outweigh the “fun” of being re- 
with the actual building of business, of this very rea- 

“mhquake”? I suggest You Ones fl&ons of satanic entities, SOme 
etc. and are not in any way in the soning. You can change the system 

might be missing a few things attempt to “overthrow” or 

which the newsmakers desire that 
things will never recover from the with anyone. Our Purpose is to must change MAN or there is 

you NOT have! 
things of yesterday--are the lives write and build shelters, food 

and Property worth ah this “fun”? growing facilities, etc., for a rem- 
No, I am not going to whte about So be it. 

See NW0 next page 

nant. Our work is Constitutionally 
. 



AIDS is “Acting LJd’ 
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I am constantly barraged with in- 
quiries regarding AIDS. I have just 
recently told you that the intent (and 

it is proving to be true) is that be- 
fore year 2000 ALL (EVERY) 
MAN, WOMAN AND CHILD 
WILL BE “POSITIVE” FOR THE 
HIV VIRUS. The point of this is to 
insure that when the antidote 
(vaccine) is touted to be “now 
available” (it has been from the cre- 
ation of the virus) all ones (ALL) 
will willingly line up for your in- 
jection. At the same time a mi- 
crodot of total identification and ra- 
dio surveillance will be injected and 
the masses of the population of your 
world will be under total control of 
the Elite One World Government. 
You will be helpless for you will be 
given commands through the device 
and you WILL respond for you will 
be totally in command by these 

controllers. Your brain will ftmc- 
tion according to the commands 
given. 

The testing is already proven--ones 
are controlled to the point of mass 
killings, mass actions and it is pre- 
sent every day before your eyes. 
Millions already have the device in 
place and are pvgpets attached to an 
electronic string. This is NOT of 
God, chelas, so I suppose you can 

figure WHO is responsible. 

La Us 
DEVAS-M AIDS 

There is constant and passionate 
dispute about the civil rights of 
AIDS sufferers, and the right of the 
“uninfected” to remain that way. 
The enormous cost of the disease to 
the economy as a whole is being 
overlooked--DELIBERATELY. Do 
you NOT notice that the Adminis- 
tration gives even less than no at- 
tention to thehatter? 

ECONOMIC IMPACT 

To understand the economic impact 
of the disease, let us look at some 
background on the social disarray 
caused by the spread of AIDS. The 
homosexual lobby went to work in 
the Western World demanding 
money to be stripped from more 
pressing research--like that of can- 
cer and heart disease which affect 
far more people, presently--in favor 
of AIDS. Well, you won’t find a 

cure for the other, either, but 

should one disease outrank another 
lethal problem? That is not in point 
herein for you will never find a 
“cure” for any of the problems and, 
furthermore, once the electronic 
chip is in place the diseases will 
“kill” at command--you also see 

that happening right before your 
eyes. As ones go into medical 
treatment, now, many of the more 
“public” figures are implanted and 

then within days, suddenly and sur- 
prisingly, die of heart failure, etc. 
I think you might note the motion 
picture and entertainment figures 
who have died within the last three 
days--at the rate of one notable per- 
sonage from one area per day. Oh, 
yes indeed, I am extremely serious. 

In addition, the so-called gay com- 
munity campaigned Congress to 
treat this “largely sexually trans- 
mitted” disease (only because of 
close contact in various ways within 
that community) as a civil rights is- 
sue. Well, it might well BE a civil 
rights issue by origin but it no 
longer can be considered selective. 

on 

a 

and 

deadly. “LOVE“ is not intercourse DOB YOUR DOCTOR HAVE 
of any type--“love’l is respect, rev- AIDS? 
erence and emotional expression of 

spiritual nature. Physical “acts” are Medical personnel, however, need 
exactly that: “physical acts”. This not inform their patients whether or 
is not intended to spoil your day--it not have AIDS. Again, the 
is to point out what deadly games individual’s right to privacy is held 
you, as a species, play. YOU fall above the patients’ right to know, 
into the trap like lambs on a string thus society at 
and thus, you WILL line up for that Does tb& not strike you 8~ 
microchip. 

Public schools are forced to accept 
AIDS-infected children. Why? If a 
child has smallpox is he not isolated 
until the disease is controlled? Is Kimberly Bergalis, for instance, 
this desirable? The disease is NOT contracted AIDS from a sexually 
DESIRABLE, what mean ye? Of active homosexual dentist who 

course it is not desirable but neither KNEW he was infected but contin- 
is death by firing squad or random ued to treat patients. 
madman. So what is happening be- 

Well; you 
might say that he believed AIDS to 

cause of all this attention and “civil be a “sexually” spread disease and 
rights”? he wasn’t having sex, he was 

working on teeth. Would you feel 
Businesses are forced to employ the same if the disease was Black 
admitted (sexually active) homosex- 

(Homosexuality 
Plague or deadly Smallpox? 

means 

NOTHING--it is the behavior which Miss Bergabs is only one of five 
is in point.) “Friendship” is the victims of the dentist who 
term used properly for non-=udy 
active persons. 
when confronted by sexually active common methods 
homosexuals are forced to employ 
or face discrimination lawsuits. AIDS. 
Property owners are forced to lease 
their homes and business-places to Miss Bergalis will die and yet she 
male homosexuals and lesbians re- pleads that the public take this dis- 

I 

gardlw . of the owner’s morals. ease seriously. This little lady will 
This is “freedom”? perish from the earth, when she 

didn’t do anything wrong, but is 
Even those who are “Bible-believ- being made to suffer incredibly for 
ing” in churches are now pointedly. simply having a dentist tend her 

being forced to employ self-pro- teeth. Her life has been taken away 
claimed sexually active homosexu- and yet, even if legislation which 
als whose life-styles fly in the face will change the laws is enacted, it 

of what many of these people accept will be too late to stop this tidal 
as faith. Is this “freedom”? Are wave intended to consume your na- 
there no places where those who tions. 
choose to differ with a particular 

church doctrine can find more spir- The homosexual lobby argues in fa- 
itual fulfillment? vor of AIDS-infected health care 

NWO, cont. from 
previous page 

no point in changing the system! If 
we cannot bring you ones into at- 
tention to that which you do--how 
can we expect to be respected and 
revered as any different from the 
rest of the controllers? I just ask, 
no, demand, that you “think” before 
you act or speak. 

personnel treating Patients. thus 
a 

This 
is aided and abetted by ones such as 
“Dr. Ruth” who advocates all man- 
ners of sexual exchange as the 

“thing to do”--NO, it is going to be 

The medical community has it even 

worse. Doctors, nurses and me& paying positions. They view the 

cal technicians are legally pre- right of privacy as more important 
vented from bowing which pa 
tients have the disease--thanks to thr 

than free speech or freedom of the 

person to whom they may well give 
patients’ right to privacy. WOU~ the disease. Is this fair? Is this 
this not seem deliberately orches- 
trated to SPREAD the disease rather See AIDS next page 

than protect “civil rights”? 
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“freedom”? I do not comment for 
it is none of my business--but I ask 
you thinking individuals--is 

It is in- 

teresting to note that a few months 

back when a Manassas, Virginia 
based dentist advertised he and his 
staff were AIDS free, a homosexual 
group protested his practice. Is this 

An administrative law judge ruled a 
Manhattan dentist who refused to 
treat a patient with AIDS violated 
the New York City human rights 
law and awarded the patient’s estate 
$7,500 as compensation. 

The dentist 
was then ordered by the court to 
“stop discriminating”. 

INTERNATIONAL IMPACT 

The impact of AIDS on the econ- 
omy is about to jump from what is 

considered a “personal” level to a 
ruinous international level. 

A new federal definition of AIDS 

could more than double the number 
of Americans “classified” as having 
the disease, potentially bringing the 
number to outrageous levels. This 
would broaden eligibility for gov- 
ernment services and benefits, par- 

ticularly among women. Am I 
against this assistance? No, but the 
entire scenario is outrageous. 

You simply remain blind to facts-- 
AIDS is a man-created disease for 
man-desired reasons and if you do 
nothing more than “complain” and 
“demand” it will depopulate the 
world which is the number two 
plan. First plan is to get all of you 
remaining persons under pro- 
grammed control and then wipe out 

Well, I would concur. Remember-- 
the FDA has threequarters of its 

members as Elite functionaries 
within the Elite ruling body--at- 
tached to the controlled Elite 
pharmaceutical/chemical controlled 
industries directly owned and oper- 
ated by the world controllers. It 
will, further, be through the FDA 
and other “world” organizations that 
the microdots will be injected. Oh 
my, yes, it WILL work very well. 

In addition to the above, insurance 
companies, already in trouble, 
wonder aloud how they are ex- 
pected to pay for health care as 
more and more AIDS cases appear. 

AFRICA OVER THE EDGE 

Meanwhile, back in the big world, 
if Africa were not already in 
enough trouble (for it was delib- 
erately started in Africa) it is noted 
that the economy is on the brink of 

disaster as the shrinking supply of 

workers (due to AIDS) sweeps 
through the continent much like the 
plague swept through Europe in 
medieval times. They are in an 
AIDS-induced “recession” which is 
having serious repercussions on the 
traditional investment instruments 
like lo-year endowment policies, 
sections of the property market as 
well as several sections of the 
Johannesburg Stock Exchange. 

This is only demonstrative of the 
widespread problem. If noth&g 
else happened in South Africa of 
negative impact, there will be 
widespread devastation in the 

country by 1995. 

The South African economic com- 
munity would be forced away from 
its current use of credit to paying 
with cash as more money is 

diverted into disease-related areas 
later in the decade. Do you not 

all the remaining “undesirable” and 1 think Great Britain will benefit 

“bothersome” segments of the pop- 
ulation. THEY of the Elite decide 
who is “undesirable”--it will be all 
who require any assistance and/or 
attention. THE ACTIVISM WILL 
STOP! 

Many in the U .S . business health 
community have charged the Food 
and is impos- 
ing too many time-consuming re- 

strictions on pharmaceu ticai compa- 
nies working on AIDS m&lication. 

nicely and retain holdings of 
diamonds, chemicals, gold--any and 
all natural resources--of that dying 
nation? A credit society is based on 
“future earnings” and it only makes 
sense that if future earnings are nil 
their value will be discounted. 

Not only will more have to be spent 
on treatment and funerals, but the 
economy will suffer from the re- 

duced productivity of those who 
suffer. 

This reduced productivity will have 
a far-reaching effect on the econ- 
omy in the long term. This is al- 
ready entered into the economic 
projections of the “experts”. 

When AIDS reduces worker num- 
bers to the point at which their abil- 
ity to produce is reduced, earnings 
will drop and people will have less 
disposable income. This will cer- 
tainly move on to reduced turnover, 
a decline in profits and businesses 
will simply close, 

As increases in medical spending on 
drugs and hospital care become 
more widespread, so will there be 
less to spend on other things, as in 
fuel for automobiles, travel, holi- 

days and such. 

The AIDS devastation is expected 

to peak in or before 1996 in South 
Africa when millions of Blacks and 
mixed-race people will be affected. 
Do you see the point? The point is 

that still the disease is aimed at the 
mixed races and the Blacks. The 
intent is to “catch” the disease 
spread before it devastates the 
“white” race and administrators of 
South Africa. 

At least 7 million Blacks will die of 
AIDS by 2000. The industries in 
places like Malawi and Zambia 
(copper)--where the disease is ram- 
pant--are falling rapidly already 
while the affected labor market is 
replaced by less skilled workers. 

This will happen all throughout the 
country. 

LESSONS CLEAR 

The lessons for you in America-- 
and elsewhere--from the South 
African projections are clear, and 
the dangers are not being faced. 
While the public argument on the 
issues focuses on individual rights 
vs public health measures to prevent 
the spread of the disease, the num- 
ber of victims will skyrocket and 
compound. It will eventually over- 
whelm existing services. 

These are facts, friends, and I have 
nothing to offer. You will not be 
allowed to create a “cure” for this 
disease nor for cancer for it is fully 
intended that “cures” will become 
available for all of these “problems” 
and the intended injections will be 
consummated. You will be treated 
to TV whoopla as the President and 
even Millie, the dog, will have their 
“shots” to lure all you nice dis- 
senters into the trap. 

PLANET. If you 

A lesson for SDotlkht? 
journal has just 

finished a full attack upon it by the 
ADL, perhaps all of you could take 
a few lessons in TRUTH and CIR- 
CUMSTANCES. I remind you that 
these organizations of the Israelis 

call themselves “Jews” and 
“Jewish”--that is a LIE for they are 
totally “Zionists”. That is a politi- 

cal PARTY and is without Godly 
religious intent. I trust that all of 
you will read and reread the por- 
tions of which 
outlays the difference. Until you 
learn the difference you will be the 
victim of the lie and the devastation 
of the nations. 

The following is going to be a copy 
of an Editorial by of 

I do NOT applaud ALL 
of the representations made by that 
Journal for the ranks are infiltrated 
by adversaries and it is a tool to 
mislead you in many instances. I 
DO give honor to the truth of all 

things as given in Eruth and I ex- 
pect you ones to be discerning as 
we reprint articles from other 
publications. Because we use mes- 

sages of merit and validity--it does 
not mean that we give blanket sanc- 
tion to any Journal. In this in- 

See LESSON next page 
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refer to the persecution of them for 

stance, however, there is an excel- 
the last 2,000 years. 

lent presentation of Truth as it ap- “If you try to argue the cause on 
plies to the Anti-Defamation League its merits you can’t because Zionist 
of B’nai B’rith, an illegally unregis- or holocaust advocates don’t care to 
tered agent of a foreign govern- confront facts. They prefer to 
ment--Israel-and their allies. We, smear you (‘anti-Semitic’) or attack 
ourselves, are under constant and your First Amendment rights to 
intense attack through every known freedom of speech or press as in the 
(registered) radio and television with 
tion in the nation--to keep us OFF 
THE AIRWAVES. I believe it a 
most worthy project for the newly 
unified CONSTITUTIONAL LAW 
CENTER to take under case law. I 
herein ask that you pay attention to 
the following: 

QUOTE: 

This year marks the 200th an- 
niversary of the ratification of the 
Bill of Rights, the first 10 amend- 
ments to the Constitution. 

Of paramount interest to those 
of us in the media is the First 
Amendment, which unequivocally 
guarantees to all the right of free 
speech and the right to freedom of 
the press. 

Over the months I have warned 
in this column if we do not exercise 
those rights we will lose them. I 

also have noted there are powerful 
forces afoot that want to make these 
rights selective. They wish to guar- 
antee these rights only to those with 
whom they agree. I have called 
these people “freedom of press and 
speech but.. . ” advocates. 

Specifically I am referring to the 
Anti-Defamation League (Zionist) 
of B’nai B’rith, an illegally unreg- 
istered agent of a foreign govern- 
ment--Israel--and their allies. 

Their tack has been to label 
anyone who dares to present facts 
challenging the orthodox view of 
the holocaust as “anti-Semitic”, a 
very difficult smear to shake off. 

In this column for October 7 I 
wrote: “Over the years the Zionist 
argument for reparations has shifted 
from one based on general oppres- 

sion to one based on the holocaust, 
an event never clearly defined. At 
one moment it can mean the Jews 
who died during World War II or 

mission to make denial of the or- 
thodox version of the holocaust a 
“hate crime”. 

Said Jones: “One of the most in- 
sidious and evil forms of anti-Jew- 
ish racism is the claim that the 
holocaust never occurred and that 
the ‘Christian West’ has been the 
victim of moral blackmail and fi- 
nancial extortion. * 

You must ‘use your rights of free 
speech, too. Speak out.- But have 
the facts. Use the ammunition we 
give you, and your voice will be 
heard. 

Remember, your influence 
counts. Use it. 

END OF QUOTING. 

I only wish to add that, in this in- 
MORE IMPORTANT w stance, I am grateful to the ADL for 

their service. As ones work in the 
In the recent suit brought by one For those of you who thought public interest for a very long time 

Mel Mermelstein against Liberty we made some Pretty far-out it is hard to keep separate from the 
Lobby and dismissed by the judge, charges, read that again. Thank 
Mermelstein attorney Lawrence You, Mr. Jona, for Proving my The paper be far better off for 
Heller argued “public policy” is point. Americans do have a having had this 
more important than the First stake in the holocaust. 

Amendment. 
it is mostly a “front” attack to hide 

Such denial is already illegal in 
further facts regarding the publica- 
tion. I can only caution all of you 

And because public policy falls France, Germany, England and readers to be in each 
on the side of the professional holo- probably other European nations, you take within--just because 

caust advocates, he argued, there and in Canada and the Soviet it is 
should be no disputing the Union. 
account of the holocaust. 

[H: An excellent example not mean a is truth nor full- 
Of a lie being in” whether Or truth. I ask that you read all of our 

it validly present. Well, the 

Yes, Heller suggested the First holocaust DID NOT HAPPEN AS ment--in light of Constitutionality 
Amendment doesn’t mean what it THE ZIONISTS TELL YOU AND and Truth. God’s TRUTH will 
says and in effect counts for noth- WE MUST TAKE IT UP NOW-- stand into infmitv and if there be a 
ing. BEFOB3E 

In the same column for October ARE SUCKERED IN AMERICA 
7 I also wrote, “Every one of us TOO. WE WILL GET ONTO IT 
who pays taxes should know more RIGHT AWAY.] 
about the role the holocaust plays in 
what we shell out to support our But none of those countries has 
burgeoning federal government. ” our Bill of Rights and its unique 

First Amendment placed there by 
I developed the position that in shrewd Founding Fathers who un- 

this instance the story of the holo- derstood tyranny and oppression. 
caust, often unclearly defined, is 
used to garner billions of, American And so revisionists scholars in 
dollars to support Israel. And dur- the United States and journalists and 
ing the 43 years of its existence, media people who believe in a free 
“Israel has cost the U.S. taxpayers press enjoy a right found in no 

$53 billion, and this does not in- other country. 

elude the untold billions in private 
aid, nor the billions Israel receives Scholars in the United States 
in reparations from Germany and have paid dearly for exercising that 

other European countries, nor the right. Many people have been 
billions of investments in Israeli threatened with death and beatings. 
bonds by municipalities, states, la- On July 4, 1984, the Institute for 
bor unions, universities and savings Historical Review, a Califomia- 
and loan institutions.” based think tank of internationally 

renowned scholars, was burnt to the 
Now a reader has sent me a ground for their pioneering work in 

clipping from the Australian honest scholarship. 
of September 27 

(1991), in which Jeremy Jones, set- Liberty Lobby and the 

retary of the Executive Council of have never feared the truth. 

Australian Jewry a& Sydney We will continue to report legiti- 

(Australia) director of Aus- mate news, no matter how contro- 

tra.lia/Israel publications, has asked versial. 
the Australian Law Reform Com- 

Katyn Massacre 
4t first reading you may not sti 
iny connection with the abovr 

printing. Do not hasten to separatt 
:hese incidences of the massacre! 
md the holocaust as presented OI 
“not” presented to the public. The 
Khazarian Zionists were complete11 
?ntangled in the Soviet massacres- 
having been the le@ng faction in 

volved--by whatever label you wisl 
to identify them. 

What am I talking about? Murder 
Of some 14,920. Polish prisoners o 

war, the great majority of them of 
ficers, captured by the Soviets afte 
the USSR invaded Poland i 

September of 1939, and held i; 
three camps-Starbielsk, Koziels: 
and Ostashkov--ONLY 448 WERI 

VER AGAIN SEEN ALIVE. Th 

odies of 4,143 (a total later foun 
be 4,253) were found buried s 
tyn on the Russia-Byelorussi 
rder. All of the victims wer 

E. . 

ormer inmates of the Koxziels 
p. Note that spellings of var 

See KATYN next p’age 
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ous place names in the USSR varies 
in translation from the Russian; for 

instance Gnezdovo/Gniezdovo. 
Bear with us as we speak of these 

places and incidents which were 
kept from you for these long 
decades. 

upon 

an 

I shall again simply ask Dharma to 
reprint a review of a book by one, 
Allen Paul. It is available from 
Liberty Library, $26.95 postpaid, 
300 Independence Ave. SE, Wash- 
ington, D.C. 20003. s 

you like, but most maps of this area 
are very inaccurate. (For example, 
the National Geographic atlas shows 
Smolensk, as all maps do, but not 
Gnezdovo or Katyn.) The precise 
murder site within the forest was a 
spot called Goat’s Hill (Rosy Gory 
or Kosygori), where the Soviet se- 
cret police, then designated as the 
NKVD, had a dacha. The bodies 
were buried in eight mass graves. 

Of the 4,143 bodies originally 
exhumed by the Germans, 2,914 
were identified as to name. All the 
others were identifiable by rank. 

The bodies included three generals 
(Bronislaw Bohatyrewicz or Bo- 
haterewicz, H. Minkiewicz, 
Mieczyslaw Smorawinski) and one 
rear admiral (K. Czemicki). 

There were also approximately 
100 colonels and lieutenant 
colonels, 300 majors. 1,ooo cap- 
tains, 2,500 lieutenants and more 
than 500 cadet officers. 

Without exception, all the vic- 
tims whose bodies were found in 
the Katyn graves had been shot in 
the back of the head. About 5 per- 
cent of the victims were found with 
their hands tied behind their backs 
with rope. The rope, precut to even 
lengths, was of Soviet manufacture, 

der was to claim the Germans had 
done it, in 1941. For decades, the 

U.S. State Department went along 
with the Soviet lie. m: Still 

Winston Churchill said of 

KWn, “The issue should be 
avoided. ” 

A former Democratic governor 
of Pennsylvania, George H. Earle, 

while serving as President Franklin 
Roosevelt’s special emissary in 
Turkey, came into possession of 
documents proving Soviet guilt in 
the gruesome mass murder. 

Earle informed Roosevelt of 
what he had found and was 
promptly separated from his job and 
exiled to a Navy post in faraway 
Samoa. When he asked permission 
to publish the documents, FDR re- 
fused because it would be “a great 
betrayal of an ally”. Earle re- 
mained in Samoa until Roosevelt 
died. Afterward he was recalled to 
Washington, where the Navy’s 

chief of personnel apologized for 
his transfer and assured him the de- 
cision to send him to Samoa was 
not the Navy’s. 

NO GRISLY PHOTOGRAPHS 

Unlike the previous book of the 
same name up to now out 
of print, by revisionist scholar 
Louis FitzGibbon, this work lacks 
photos but does have an index. For 
those with sensitive stomachs, the 
omission of grisly photos is a plus-- 
but protects the guilty. 

Don’t be surprised if you find it 
impossible to set down Paul’s book 
after starting to read it. It is grip- 
pingly written, and reads like a 
novel. Paul traces the personal ex- 

periences of the Czameks, the 
Hoffmans and the Pawulskis--three 
families who lost loved ones at 
Katyn and endured Soviet occupa- 
tion. He brings history to life in 
forceful and poignant detail. 

For those who can read between 
the lines, an unsung hero of the 
tome is Roman Dmowski, leader of 
the national Democratic party, who 
advocated a “Poland for the Polish 
people”. Naturally he receives only 
a few lines of mention, but that is 
better than you are likely to find in 
an Establishment encyclopedia 
where this patriot is relegated to the 
memory hole. Dmowski’s ideas 
have yet to be implemented. 

eve6 according to the findings of an in- 
medical commission 

ASPECTS OF MASSACRE Works on Katyn are particularly 
timely now, since the USSR has fi- 

which investigated the scene of this % Un~o,?d by nally - admitted its guilt in the mass 
war crime of the century in 1943. Allen Paul is an Establishment murder only recently. 

QUOTE: [H: Your book. There are certain aspects of 

the massacre the author cannot However, the question remains: 

In early 1940, after the near-& turY” by burying. alive over will probe. will not tell Will these genocide perpetrators, 

multaneous assault upon Poland by 12,~ Iraq1 troops in trenches in you, in particular, of the ethnic these war criminals (those of them 

the Soviets and the Germans, all but identities of the suspected murder- who are still alive) be brought to 
a few hundred of the 15,000 Polish teding “human rights”.] ers. (Paul only names two or three justice? Will the U.S. Office 

officers taken prisoner by the of the culprits, although much Special Investigations participate in 

USSR, the cream of Poland’s intel- In addition, a few soldiers’ jaws lists, though still incomplete, a global dragnet to catch the cul- 

ligentsia, disappeared. were smashed by blows or the sol- are available.) Readers seeking evi- prits? And if not, why not? 
diers had received bayonet wounds dence this was a crime of racial hate 

When, two later, after the in the back and/or stomach. against non-Jews will not find it END OF QUOTING. 

Soviets and the Germans had begun here. Nor does Paul go into the 

warring on each other, and the A number of “other Katyns” motive, other than to say it mysti- I think you should study the above 

Smolensk region (which had been have turned UP, but the original fies him. most carefully. I did not write the 

under Soviet occupation) was over- Katyn remains the most notorious review and in this time of 

run by the German troops, the bod- and symbolic of these NKVD mass And, to maintain the au- “Establishment” blast of lies, I 

ies of approximately 4,300 of these murder sites. thor’s standing in the Establish- would hope you can read the intent. 

officers were found buried in Katyn ment, he makes the obligatory Of course there will be no investi- 

Forest, just west of Gnezdovo, WHODm< courtesies to the holocaust, gation by Special Forces for the 

which in turn is just west of called. Special groups are controlled 

Smolensk. This forest is approxi- When the bodies were first un- wholly by the Zionists, as is your 

mately 7 or 8 miles west of earthed* the Ratyn Forest case was In defense of Paul’s treat- Congress. Worse, the intent is to 

Smolensk. the greatest whodunnit in history. ment of the subject, it should be 
The Soviet response to the German noted he focuses on the victims See KATYN next page 

Look for Katyn in your atlas if exposure of the NKVD’S mass mur- rather than the killers. 
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Unreported swarms of earthquakes 
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Before you nice people discount 
your “planner’s” impact on earth- 
quaking, I suggest you look beyond 
your own feet. I have been flooded 
with earthquake reports during this 
past week beginning with a recent 
major quake in India. “But that is 
not California nor the San Andreas 

as predicted, ‘I, you might shout. 
No, and you had better thank God 
three hundred times a day for that 
little allowance. 

$0 WHERE WERE THESE 

OUAKES? 

There were a swarm of quakes in 
I( OREGON” and ‘WASHINGTON” 
states that continue to rumble to this 
moment. These began some two 
weeks past and continue. This indi- 
cates activity in the volcano chain, 
chelas, as the underworld begins to 
chum and heave. The San Andreas 
rumbles out to sea just north of San 
Francisco. There are also constant 
tremors almost the full length of the 
Madrid and New Madrid along the 
Mississippi deltas. Even Mt. Shasta 
in California is beginning her rum- 
blings and Lassen is in a state of in- 
creased activity. “What youz seez 
ain’t what youz gets!” 

I REPEAT TO YOU 

11/4/91 #l HATONN 

1. 

2. 

As YOU “ha-ha” over no 

devastation, I suggest you take a 
second look at that which you josh 
about. Number one, it seems you 
can’t even depend on your 
government to act out their own 
plans on schedule. It further means 
that George Bush played ball once 
again with your enemy and gave 
away more of your nation and 
freedoms. Do you actually believe 
that a sudden, surprise storm in 
Kennybunkport, Maine “just hap- 
pened” as a general occurrence after 
all these wondrous years of the 
Bush’s having a “vacation home” in 

that place? Is it reasonable that all 
stood secure and stately and then 
comes a storm “by surprise” at a 
most appropriate time, which de- 
stroyed the house and property? 
Come, come, sleepyheads! 

KATYN, cont. from 
previous page 

lace the blame on the Russians (as 
pped to Khazarian Soviets) as 

ould be obvious to any historian 
of the area involved. 

I am sorry, precious friends, for 
‘these disclosures of insane propor- 

tions--but you must come into 
knowledge or you will fall as surely 
as night follows day. You cannot 
fix a thing until you find wherein it 
is broken. So be it. 

I 

Enough for this segment, Thank 
you. Hatonn to clear. 

WHAT DO YOUR GEOLO- 
GISTS EXPECT OF THE SAN 

&DREAS? 

Let us look at that which YOUR 
GEOLOGISTS say will happen 
when the San Andreas “goes”. 
Note that all “life lines” (gas, 

power, water) originate to the 
EAST of the fault. ALL are pre- 
dicted to “go down” if you have a 
major shake. On the Hayward 
Fault (S.F. area) you will find sev- 
eral major medical facilities and 
THE CIVIL .DEFENSE FACILI- 

TIES, along with a major stadium. 
Hospital emergency personnel do 

MONDAY 

not expect to be able to get to 
“stored” supplies and the hospitals 

can only keep “three normal use 
days” of supplies on hand. Also, 
there will be no ability to transport 
the supplies because all streets and 
freeways will be impassable. 
Bridges which remain standing will 
have no “on-off ramps” intact. 

Another devastating point will be in 
the area of San Bernardino, Calif. 

The San Jacinto Fault meets the San 
Andreas under a freeway inter-. 
change--all is expected to “fall 
down”. Moreover, a massive gas 
pipeline passes in the air over a 
canyon in that area--it is expected to 
rupture, possibly entirely sever it- 
self. This will dump millions of 

pounds of gas into the area which 
will settle and is expected to ex- 

plode--in a major “bedroom” area. 

The expectation is that all “life- 
line” facilities will be out and non- 

repairable for weeks. In addition 
(and the reason for the man-assisted 
quakes), is that the entire central 
bank computer clearing system is on 
the West Coast in Los Angeles and 
San Francisco. This will go down 

and within minutes the banking 
system will be, for all practical pur- 
poses, unrecoverable. The entire 
national banking system will be a 
shambles within days and intema- 

tionally, within less than two 
weeks. This, of course, will cause 
Mr. Bush to take emergency mea- 
sures and bring in all emergency 
regulations by Executive Order for 
which he already has 
“APPROVED-SIGNED AUTHOR- 
ITY” AT THIS MOMENT, 
THANKS TO YOUR NICE LIT- 
TLE GULF STORM. 

To trigger these most effectively by 
“hand”, you only need the right 
detonation impact from beam or ex- 
plosive at a strategic point in Japan, 
Chile, Peru, the Aleutians and the 
Garlock Fault in California. By the 
way--the Aleutian Islands got their 
blast right on the minute as sched- 
uled. The only thing that saved you 
was that the blasting over California 
was deflected as final warning to 
“play ball” and you experienced 
“air” quakes instead of the earth 
movement. The E&e 

and and on 

and 

Distractors: 
Peace Conference 

The “Peace” conferences are a 
hoax, as usual. Israel representa- 

tives get up and make fine 
speeches, .I... we have held out our 

hands for years, in peace...” and 
“..we only want peace and we are 
pleased that the Palestinians are 

meeting with us.. . ’ all the 
while they continue to bomb and 
kill in Lebanon. I tell you now, 
that you play in the viper’s pit and 
you are going to get bitten-lethally. 

I am not going to spend time on this 

matter for there is far more of 
importance, especially in America, 

this day. 

print “A Parable” by 
a good friend of mine. He keeps 
sending me wondrous material and 
yet, I won’t even claim that he likes 
or believes upon my person. This 

is NOT what is of importance-1 

remind all of you--IT IS THE 
TRUTH WHICH IS IMFOR- 
TANT. 

The author’s name is J. Hazel and I 
will give no further identification 
without permission. 
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To be clever as serpents 
In this game of one-upsmanship 

which we euphemistically call “The 
Freedom Movement”, sheep-people 
and dove-people are at a distinct 
disadvantage. The pace of the race 
toward who will control whom, is 
set by venomous vipers and preda- 
tory wolves, while sheep-people are 
consigned to playing catch-up; al- 
ways, it seems, coming up a day 
late and a dollar short. 

The rules appear to be skewed 
in favor of the predators, and 
against the sheeple. Serpents are 
given license to use whatever 
means, open or covert, to attain 

their ends. But sheep-people 
(sheeple) handcuff themselves with 
shackles of honorableness and fair 
play. The result of observing the 
lopsided rules is that the serpents 
have become the head and the 

sheeple.. .the tail. Somehow (from 
the viewpoinot of sheep-people) it 
doesn’t seem fair. 

There is this about sheeple: 
They are notoriously myopic and 
selective in their vision. They see 
what they want to see, and are blind 
to the rest. Their auditory senses 
are not much better. They hear 
their Master’s voice, and are lulled 
to torpor by’dulcet sermons on love 
and charity. Then, warm and fuzzy 
in their somnolence, they fail to 
hear his urgent warnings, prodding 
them to “WAKE UP LITTLE 
SHEEP, THE WOLVES ARE 
COMING”! They snooze on, 
dreaming comfy dreams of green 
pastures and still waters; unaware 
of the predators prowling among the 
flock, poised to devour their young. 

Somehow sheep-people have 
gotten this screwy notion that their 

Master is supposed to pamper and 
protect them; that he will do FOR 
them, instead of merely helping 

them to do for themselves; that all 
they have to do is gaze upon Him 
with soft, adoring sheep-eyes, and 
everything will be hunky-dorry. 

But he screams at them (for all 
the good it does): “You’ve got to 
think for yourselves! You’ve got to 

be clever.....as clever as the vipers 

that torment you!” He’s been 
screaming the same thing for over 
2,000 years. 

Finally, one little sheep-person, 
awake with a touch of insomnia, 
heard the Master’s Voice. Duti- 
fully, he tried to learn the ways of 
serpents--how their malicious little 
minds worked--so he could dupli- 
cate their cleverness as he was 
commanded to do. Whether of 
courage or folly he infiltrated the 
ranks of the serpents, covered in ill- 
fitting costume to conceal his true 
identity. He studied their lore, 
measured their culture, and joined 
in their games. Imagine his sur- 

prise on discovering that the snakes 
were not literal snakes, but were 
serpent-people; Khazars by ancestry 
who, over the centuries had come to 
call themselves “Jews”. 

They were unexceptional crea- 
tures, rogues to the last serpent of 
them. But they were indeed clever. 
They posed as the intellectual supe- 
riors of all other two-legged mam- 
mals. And they got away with it! 

Others came to regard them as gi- 
ants in wisdom, integrity, spiritual- 
ity, and the comedic arts as well as 
adepts in the mysteries of money 
matters. By their unique cleverness 
they insinuated themselves into the 
seats of power of their enemies, be- 
coming their lawmakers and jurists. 

Their power to make the laws under 
which their adversaries would be 
subject; to execute those laws and 
interpret them, once established, 

was beyond challenge or reversal. 

At first the little lone sheep-per- 

son perceived that the serpents’ 
usurping of sovereignty from their 
hosts was made possible by their li- 
cense to lie. It was obvious that 
they were pathological liars; that 
their politicians were not candid in 
promises to prospective electors; 
that their jurists ignored their oaths, 
and their’ economists shunned the 
truth. But finally he discovered that 
the serpents seldom TECHNI- 
CALLY lied. 

Their trick, is appearing to lie, 

when not-was an adamation of a 

children’s ruse.. .that of crossing 

one’s fingers behind his back to 
avoid penalties of perjury. How- 
ever, the serpents’ magic was a lit- 
tle more sophisticated.. and clever. 

On each Day of Atonement, 
which they claim (with fingers 
crossed) in a high religious holiday, 

their very first ritual is to solemnly 
cover themselves with preventive 

repentance. -Their plea, called 
“KOL NIDRE”, sounds like this: 

ALL VOWS, OBLIGA- 
TIONS, OATHS, ANATH- 
EMS, whether called ’ konam’ , 
\ konas’, or by any other name, 
WHICH WE MAY VOW, OR 
SWEAR, OR PLEDGE, OR 
WHEREBY WE MAY BE 

BOUND, from this Day of 
Atonement unto the next, 
(whose happy coming we 
await), we do repent. MAY 
THEY BE DEEMED AB- 
SOLVED, FORGIVEN, AN- 
NULED, AND VOID AND 
MADE OF NO EFFECT; 

THEY SHALL NOT BlND US 
NOR HAVE POWER OVER 
US. THE VOWS SHALL NOT 
BE RECKONED VOWS; THE 

OBLIGATIONS SHALL NOT 
BE OBLIGATORY; NOR THE 
OATHS BE OATHS. 

Clever? mEED ! In one fell 
swoop the Jew revokes in advance 
virtually every word that will spew 
from his mouth in the ensuing year, 

qualifying them in such manner that 
nothing he says will be a lie.. .but 
only a VOID. He can claim with 
immunity that he is a Christian, a 
sanctimonious expert, humane; that 
he will perform the duties of his of- 
fice to the best of his ability, sup- 
porting and defending the Constitu- 
tion against all enemies, domestic 

. 
and foreign. 

He converts the 
of Language from one of 

metaphorical representation of real- 
ity, to one of concealing or creating 
reality. When using serpent-tactics 
one may say or declare ANY- 
THING that can benefit him or his 

cause, confident that he can escape 

responsibility for his words. 

And preventative re- 
pentance is available to all “Jews”. 

WHO IS A JEW? May a 
sheep-person become such a crea- 
ture, to enjoy the same advantage? 

a 

And so, among those who call 
themselves “Jews”, one finds Strict 
Talmudists, New Age Re-incama- 
tionists, Agnostics, Atheists, 
Starpeople, Judaists, Buddhists, 
etc.,... even Jews for Jesus. A self- 
styled “Jew” may avail himself of 
ALL the tenets of the Cult; of some 
of them; or of none of them. 

One of the most frustrating 
problems for awakening sheep-peo- 
ple, and especially those who are 
into tax-resistance, are the obliga- 
tions they bind themselves to by 
their use of Federal Reserve notes 
and I’$“, which include the duty to 

compute and tender taxes. They 
cannot avoid the duty to discharge 
their obligations so long as they feel 
honor-bound to keep their word on 
agreements. Others would repudi- 
ate the so-called National-Debt, but 
for the same stubborn reason don’t 
have a legal or moral leg to stand 
on. 

These pesky problems could be 

resolved if sheep-people, would 
figuratively cross their fingers rela- 
tive to obligations every time a 
Federal Reserve note or an instru- 

ment denominated in “$” passed 
through their hooves. In the inter- 

est of CLEVERNES S, it is advis- 

able that each and every sheep-per- 
son become a “Jew” for the limited 

purpose of Pleading the KOL 
NIDRE, and thereby absolving 
themselves and their Nations of du- 

ties to discharge obligations to Jew 

Money-Monopoly Experts. 

See SERPENT next page 



Let’s all become ‘6 Jews” Page1*’ 
You think I jest? No--I do not jest! you start a new movement across 
Do you wish to win for God or do the lands and ALL of you become 
you wish to become enslaved? Did “Jews”. This is not as far-fetched 
you not read what was just written? as you might at first imagine. 
You need not believe anything-- 
only pronounce yourselves “Jew” What do your evangelists tell you? 
and all is fine with everyone. You “Jesus was a Jew.” The fact that 
can then claim the KOL NIDRE that was neither the fact of his 
(Vow to void all vows) whenever it “name” nor his origin--since the 
is appropriate--most especially term “Jew” originated in the 1700’s 
when you are before a court of law. seems to matter not at all. The 
All you need are constructed evangelists further proclaim such 
documents which state that “I am a things as “JUDAEO-CHRISTIAN” 
Jew”. You need not even speculate thus and so. These terms are totally 
on being “Zionist”. “Zionist” is a without meaning as they are 
POLITICAL PARTY and has “opposites” by definition. Further, 
nothing at all to do with “Jews”. your greatest evangelists claim for 
Being a Judaist has NOTHING to themselves that they are “Zionists” 
do with “Jews”. Semite or non- and send billions of your dollars in 

a 

carrying 

do 
not need believe the Talmud or any 
other book--you can still denounce 

the “PROTOCOLS OF ZION” just 
as do the Zionists. You can actu- a 
ally be a BETTER CHRISTIAN, 
MOSLEM, ISLAMIC OR BUD- 

DHIST if you a 
a 

a 

Semite has NOTHING to do with contributions to disp&.e the Pales- WHO 
“Jews”. I sincerely suggest that a 

SERPENT, cont. from 
previous page 

Instead of, as tax-resisting 
sheeple presently do, relying on 
risky hypertechnical defenses to ex- 
cuse weaseling out of their tax-obli- 
ations, they would trust to Kol 

dre Grace, which is available in 
abundance to all who ask for it, 
their tax-obligations and penalties 
for failing to discharge them, would 

be NULLIFIED. What practicing 
Jew, sitting as a jurist or IRS-ad- 
ministrator, who has himseli 
Pleaded the Kol Nidre as a condi- 
tion of this career, could deny a 
icleverly-asserted KOL NIDRE DE- 
FENSE as evidence that one has as- 
sumed no tax-and-file obligations. 

The little sheep-person took the 
intelligence-data he had gathered 
during his foray into serpent-coun- 
try to his fellow-sheep back home, 
with his suggestions for theti 
adopting a clever serpent strategy. 

They yawned, characteristically; 
mumbling soniething about being 
subject to higher powers, and 
awaiting of a rapture to sheep- 
leaven [in the big corral in the 

w. 

********** 

Thank you, son. You have gained 
stature this day through under- 
standing. Man can only hear that 
which catches his attention without 
causing him to take great sides in 
decision. Indeed, thank you. 

to blood sacrifice. Is&l is a “man- 
created” place on stolen self-taken 
lands belonging to Palestine and 
will soon expand itself to hold all IN THE SERVICE OF HOLY 

lands between the Nile and Eu- 
phrates Rivers. 
only for openers. 
world, the U.S. is called “Little Is- 
rael”. 

Do you remember in the Second 
World War that when a “group” of 
so-called “Jews” would be rounded CONSTITUTIONAL RIGHT OF 

up for destruction--these being the 
REAL Judaists--all in the crowd CLARE THAT THE Hom- 
would stand forth and identify 
themselves as Jews? I most sin- “ZIONISTS” 
cerely believe it is time to puncture JECTm IT TO BEa WE JEWS, 
the balloon and all men, women, 
and children--black, red, brown, 
golden, purple and pink, stand for- 

ward. I ask Dharma, this day, to 
proclaim her little Cherokee, 
Welch, Irish, Judean, American self DAYS 
to announce that she is “Jew”. 1 

further expect some good American 
“Jew” to come up with valid paper 
work to fit the need herein laid NIDRE TO CONTROL YOU 
forth. I believe it time for all of NICE *“JEWS” WHO m NOW 
America and the free world to pro- MY 
clziim themselves “Jews”, 1 

expect you &xx! American “Jews” OF 
to reclaim your Constitutional rights 

and set your government to right. 

It is time you separate this beast TION OF m LAW OF’ THAT 
which LIES from the covenant CONSTITUTION TO PROTECT 

of God. Zionism is the ME* 
beast dragon of the anti-Christ 
which is devouring your world. 
The only way to totally destroy him 
is to use his own ammunition. of 

I also wish to point out that 
“Christ’s Birthday” was NOT IN 
DECEMBER, MOST ESPE- 

CIALLY THE 25TH OF--. ISAAC 

BORN ON THE 25TH OF DEC. 
AND EVENT TO 

NOTE. 

The celebration of the holiday, 
“Christmas”, was created to coin- 

cide with the holidays of the self- 

styled Zionists--and deceived 

“Judaists”--Hanukkah. You will 

note that very little attention is re- 

cently ALLOWED for the celebra- 
tion of Christ’s birth as all displays 
in public access places are now 
banned--relative to that label and 
symbology. You are left with Sa- 
tan--, oops--pardon, Santa-Clause, 
who represents gifts for doing 
nothing, bringing pain to “needy” 

children and spoilage to the ones 

who “haven--causing even parents 
and caretakers to enter into a deceit- 
ful LIE as to resources and origina- 

tion of these “free” gifts offered 
from love (or need) by the actual 
participants. Santa represents a 
“free lunch” and is one of the most 
painful hoaxes slapped against you 
sleepy multitudes. 

Do I suggest that my goodly “Jews” 
stop celebrating Christmas? No, I 
believe you need reminding of your 
enslavement to the anti-Christ and 
loss of freedoms. It should be a 
day dedicated to regaining your, 
Constitutional rights as free people 
and the “gifts” become--again--a 

See JEWS next page 
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JEWS, cont. from previous page 

meaning of love, sharing and joy. 

God has been already lost to the 
celebration so you may as well en- 
joy the pretty tinsel and lights, 
friendship renewals, and thus utilize 
this period of experience as a time 
of “remembering” and “awakening” 
while you STOP THE DREAMING 
OF SUGARPLUMS AND 
FLUFFY CLOUDS. USE IT AS A 
TIME TO RECLAIM YOUR 
SALVATION OF YOUR FREE- 

DOM OF SPEECH AND RELI- 
GIOUS PRACTICES ALONG 
WITH~YOUR OTHER “RIGHTS” 
UNDER PROMISE OF THAT 

CONSTITUTION. 

ms 
YOU 

1. 

2. 

fire. This is according to the 

(cur- 

rent). 

And now: WEBSlER’S 

NARY (current): 
1. 

2. A 

a 

I am quite unimpressed with you 
who deny this TRUTH. GO 
FORTH AND LOOK IT UP IN 
YOUR HISTORY BOOKS! OR 
BETTER YET--STAY TUNED TO 
THE PHOENIX CHANNEL AND 

I, 
Hatonn, am one of the israelite 
children--chosen by God. I am this 

day proclaiming that I am “Jew” 
and I AM A CITIZEN OF THE 
COSMIC SECTOR RECOGNIZED 
AS EARTH SHAN--BY MY 
COMMISSION AS HOST TRAV- 
ELER CREATOR. I AM A 
SOVEREIGN BEING 

HERITAGE AS BE- 
ING PROTECTED IN THAT 
SOVEREIGNTY! WHO WZLL 

IN TAKING THIS STAND 

In taking this stand with me--you 
cause the vipers to come from their 
pits and proclaim themselves--un- 

covered and “defleeced” of the 
white wool. If you take away the 
enemy’s ammunition--what can he 
use against you? Try it and find 
that you’ll like it! 

BURNING BOOKS 

The Phoenix materials have reached 
a new “high” in importance. The 

has now begun “burning” the 
JOURNAL$ and 
example and torch for the “frontal” 
attack on TRUTH and FREEDOM 
OF SPEECH ON THE MEDIA 
AND IN THE PRESS. Just a 
“little” show of intent! All JOI% 
NALS where found in public places 

are sneaked from the shelves by the 
Zionists and brought together and 
“burned”. Do you feel a bit of 
sickness overtaking your little bod- 
ies?? Does this seem like some- 
thing out of the Dark Ages?? NO-- 

Dharma, I know that you are fright- 
ened and weary of this burden of 
writing--but your legacy to the gen- 
erations to come shall be without 
blemish. Walk tall and grandly in 
your new “j”ewishness for through 
their own tricks shall they be de- 
voured. You must remember that 

. 

in the “beginning” there was just You are the children deceived--and 
God and Man and the relationship the deceit grows ever and ever 

was wondrous for the “religion” greater. Look into your enemy’s 
only recognized God and Man-- tactics and KNOW that only 
which included the LAWS which through countering that which is 

were brought forth. Man made la- thrust upon you--by him, shall you 
bels and doctrines--in the beginning win the glory of the journey! So be 
and in the ENDING--there is only it. 
God and that which IS. WHO 
WILL STAND WITH GOD AND I Sam--and may the blessings of in- 
RECLAIM YOUR HERITAGE AS i sight rest heavy upon your beings. 

THAT WONDROUS BEING OF God gmt you whdom to see that 
GOD? which is made available if you only 

avail selves of those tools 

I shall close this segment for I wish presented. 
you to think hard upon these things- 
-your days of sleeping must end. Hatonn to stand-by. 

POW’s and MIA’s 
l1/5/91 #1 HATONN 

I urge you to keep your eye on 
CHENEY. The government is now 
going to increase the lies about 
“interest” in the and POW’s 
in the Asian sector. Brothers, there 
are many still alive and it is up to 

you-the-people if they remain alive. 
Some were shifted and some were 
literally “buried” at this last charade 

of Kerrey going to check on them. 

The point of that visit was to set up 
business (trade and banking) ar- 
rangements with your old enemies-- 
NOT TO GET PRISONERS. The 

deception worked--note the hopping 

on the bandwagon and “unification” 
of Vietnam and the Koreas. This 
will be under “communist” control 
with your Elite bankers in charge. 

Marcos Retu.rns to Philippines 
THIS is important! To you who 
wait for unveiling of intent, I can 

assure you that this is most impor- 
tant. I have no interest in the lead- 
ers of any country except as they 
impact God’s reclamation; how- 

ever, if your “world government” 

wanted to bring down the Marcoses 
so badly--they must have been do- 
ing “something” right. They were 

cruel and perfunctory to Imelda and 
outright “murdered” Ferdinand. ‘As 
“ruler” of the area there was, of 
course, misuse of funds in the name 

of greed and power--HOWEVER, 

the major funds of these pt%ple 
DID NOT come from the nation’s 
resources but from an altogether 

different and unassociated source. 
YOU ARE NOT POPULAR IN 
THE PHILIPPINES! The Elite 
have tried every known method 
available to extract that wealth from 
that location--AND THEY HAVE 
FAILED! THIS IS ALL THE 
MORE WONDROUS TO WE 

GOD’S PLAN TO 
UNFOLD. SO BE IT. Yesterday 
was “Champagne” day and you 
missed it. 

Let’s look back at Jesus 
I am not going to repeat and repeat 

that which has already been given in 
detail, but I will briefly remind you 
of prior writings which have come 
forth from scholars and historians, 
most especially Benjamin H. 
Freedman in his writings .to Dr. 
David Goldstein, LL.D., dated 
October 10, 1954: 

. . 

a 

a 
n and a n, and 

a 

See JESUS next page 
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and a 

on 

a and 

a 

upon 

on a 
n and a 

Neither did the inscription on the 

cross nor the attitude of “King of 
the Jews” ever appear or was ever 
entertained by anyone in the time 
period of Pontius Pilate or Em- 
manuel . 

SUIT A NEED 

I will remind you . 

“JEW” APPEARED ONLY AF: 
=rHE D’$ 

” . . 

New 

1604 and. first 
1611, 

EXPLANATION OF THE USE 
OF “JEW” 

“.. . 

The present pronunciation of the 
word “Jew” in modern English is a 
development of recent times. In the 
English language of today the “J” in 
“Jew” is pronounced like the “J” in 

the English word “justice”, “jolly“, 
and “jump”--which does in no wise 
make it “correct”. 

even “later” 

The NEW pronunciation 
was established by the Khazarian 
Zionists to fit into their particular 
needs of establishing a non-existent 
foundation for the NEW WORLD 
ORDER. w 
“,,W” WAS ESTABLISHED/- 

ACOUIRED ONLY AFTER THE 

18TH CENTURY. 

ISRAEL ESTABLISHED 

Even more briefly--ISRAEL WAS 

SO HOW DID “THEY” GET 

BY WITH m+ 

Easy: When (and IF) you studied 
. 

Latin m your school days you were 
taught that the letter “I” in Latin 
when used as the fii letter in a 
word is pronounced like the letter 
“Y” in English when it is the first 
letter in words like “yes”, “you”, 
“youth” and “yacht”. The “I” in 
“Iudaeus” is pronounced like the 
“Y” in “yes” and “You”, “youth, 
and “yacht” in English. Are you 
beginning to see that now that you 
are a “Jew” you are simply 

“YOU”? Yes indeed, I certainly 
most surely do recognize that you 
feel badly “had”. 

HANDY FOR THE ZION; 
iSTS/KHAZARS 

NATIONS CONSISTING OF THE 
SOVIET UNION, THE UNITED 
STATES, GREAT BRITAIN, 
FRANCE AND CHINA. IN ,1948! 

CARETAKERS OF ISRAEL 

.Since the major role was played by 
the Elite Khazars who had moved 
into the U.S. following the Bolshe- 
vik Revolution, it (Israel) became 

the orphan-adopted “child” of the 
U.S. The word “israel” is a very 
simple small-letter word meaning 
“chosen”. “I”srae1 means NOTH- 

ING. It means no more than if 

you decided to call the United 
States--“Horse” . Believe me, dear 

ones, in the rest of the world the 
U.S. is often referred to as such, 
i.e., “Horse’s Ass-ettes” and more 
specifically--“Little Israel”. By the 
way--the original word “Jew” is still 

pronounced “you” in almost all 
other countries. 

Emmanuel was referred to as a 
“iewe” (“hew-wee”) in the singular 
and as “One of the ’ iewes’“. That 
was the 14th century version of the 
Latin “Iudaeus” and was pro- 
nounced as “hew-weeze” in the plu- 
ral, and “iewe” in the singular. By 
the way His name was Esu Em- 
manuel--often called Isa or Iiti 

which is pronounced as “E”su. 

MORE HISTORY ABOUT 

“JEW” 

If the generally accepted under- 
standing today of the English “Jew” 

and “Judean” conveyed the identical 
implications, inferences and innu- 
endoes as both rightly should, it 
would make no difference which of 
these two words was used when re- 
ferring to Emmanuel (Jesus- 

“Yeas”) in that book called the 
New Testament or elsewhere. But 
the implications, inferences, and 
innuendoes today conveyed by these 
two words are as 

a 

a 

Page 13. 

As I have explained, when the word 
“1,” was first introduced into the 
English language in the 18th cen- 

tury its one and only implication, 
inference and innuendo was quite 
possibly ” Judean”. 

and 

a and 

a 

n 

18111 

The “secondary meaning” of the 
word “Jew” today bears a misrepre- 
sentation and as little relation to its 
original and correct meaning as the 
“secondary meaning” today for the 
word “camel” bears to the original 
and correct meaning of the word 
“camel” or the “secondary mean- 
ing” today for the word “ivory” 
bears to the original and correct 
meaning of the word “ivory”. The 
“secondary meaning” today for the 
word “camel” is a cigarette by that 
name but its original and correct 

meaning is a desert animal by that 
ancient name. The “secondary 

meaning” of the word “ivory” today 
is a piece of soap but its original 
and correct meaning is the tusk of a 
male elephant. 

The “secondary meanings” of words 
generally 

“accepted” meanings of words for- 
merly having entirely 

This is accomplished by 

a 

a 

a 

a 

a 

a 

See JESUS next page 
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Foreign Aid to Israel 
Israel is amount through short- and long- 

sufficient, and upon 
amount through short- and long- 

as&s- term commercial loans, and about 
and is the largest cumulative $500 million or more in Israel 

as&s- term commercial loans, and about 
assistance and and is the largest cumulative $500 million or more in Israel 

past recipient. recipient. In addition to U.S. as- Bonds proceeds. In addition to U.S. as- Bonds proceeds. 
sistance, it is estimated that Israel 

$3 
sistance, it is estimated that Israel 

$3 receives about $1 billion annually Should the United States set receives about $1 billion annually s Should the United States set 
Since 1976, Is- through philanthropy, Since 1976, Is- through philanthropy, an an equal conditions on its aid to Israel to ex- equal conditions on its aid to Israel to ex- 

p t ract political or economic conces- 
previous page s lions? Does the special treatment 

: sociated with the ancient “Semites” E granted to Israel set precedents for 

(but are NOT), (3) a person directly C )ther U.S. recipients? Are the 

: the descendant of an ancient nation :harges that Israel has misused U.S. 

: which thrived in Palestine in Bible lid valid, and if so, what should the 

: history and (4) a person blessed by 4 United States do about it? Should 

’ Divine intentional design with cer- t he United States increase aid to Is- 

tain superior cultural characteristics I ael to help resettle Jews emigrating 

: denied to other racial, religious or f ?om the Soviet Union? 
. 

’ national groups, dl . 

Since my thrust this day is NOT to t 

give you a religious lecture but only I 
’ to identify terminology, I will leave i 

this portion of explanation. I 
1 
I \ 

i 
1 

; f 

1 ’ 

a 
’ 1 

I The following is going to be : 
I lengthy and tedious, as will m&e : ISSUE DEFINITION 

t upcoming documentation to the : 
1 facts, but we are going to type it im 1 
[ full. I thank my precious friend in I ’ 
: Hawaii, P.M., for sending the% : t 

: Congressional Research Servia : 
i documents. The first in point is a 

ISRAEL: U.S. 
FOREIGN ASSISTANCE FACTS. 
Updated September 4, 1991, For- 

: eign Affairs and National Defena 1 

1 Division. It can be obtained frorr L 

I the Library of Congress, Order r 
t Code IB85066. Yes, I am alsc ).’ 

pleased to note that you will find I - ; 

have previously given you this in- c 

formation and it is accurate--that t 
which we have primed. The facts 
herein will be soft-pedalled as much BACKGROUND AND 

as possible and still, you should get ANALysIs.couNTRY DATA 

, a real shocker. This document in 
I point was only received on the 
: yesterday (11-4-91). Thank you. 1 

i Much of the emphasis will be of our - 1 

; doing for the report is required tc 1 ’ 

. have no appearance of “bias”. 

For most members of Congress, 
the issue is not if Israel should re- 

ceive U.S. foreign assistance, but 
under what conditions Israel should 
receive the aid. Should the United 
States attach conditions to its for- 

get Israel to cooperate 
with the peace process or to stop 
building settlements in the occupied 
territories? Should the United 
States increase aid to Israel for set- 

tling Soviet, Ethiopian, and other 
‘ewish refugees? Should Israel 
~ntinue to receive preferential 
reatment? 

i 

1 
- 1 

1 ’ 

Country data were taken from 
he following sources: Agency for 
[ntemational Development, A.I.D. 

The United States provided $1.2 
lillion in Economic Support Fund 
grants, $1.8 billion in Foreign Mil- 
.tary Sales grants, $45 million in 
refugee resettlement grants, $400 
aillion in housing loan guarantees, 
b700 million in surplus weapons 
withdrawn from Europe, $650 mil- 
ion in supplemental emergency 
ESF, and $7.5 million in coopera- 

Jve development grants for Israel 
For FY1991. 

According to Israeli press re- 

ports, Israel seeks $10 billion in 
housing loan guarantees over 5 
years to settle Soviet Jews in Israel. 

198.5; U.S. Dept. of 
Commerce, 

August 1985; and the 

. 

Population: (’ 90) 4.777 million 

(CBS) 
Population growth rate: (‘89) 
1.8%, (‘90) 3.0 (FET) 

GNP: (‘88) $40.7 billion, (‘89) 
$42.7 billion (FET) 

Per capita GNP: (‘89) $9,460.4 

PET) 
Annual per capita GNP growth 

rate/long term: (‘65-‘86):2.6% 

Annual GNP growth rate/short 
term: (‘88) 0.7%, (‘89) 2.8% 

PET) 
Annual inflation rate/long term: 

(‘70-‘82 52.3% 
Annual inflation rate/short term: 

‘82-132%, ‘83-191%, ‘84- 
445%, ‘85-183%) ‘86-19.7%, 
‘87-16.1%, ‘88-16.4%, ‘89- 
20.7 % 

Unemployment rate: (’ 84) 5.9 % , 
(‘85) 6.7%, (‘86) 7.4%, (‘87) 
6.1%, (‘88) 6.4%, (‘89) 8.9%, 

9.3% 

Avg. life expectancy: (‘89) 76.7 

yrs. (A.I.D.) 

International debt: (‘89) $23.664 
billion (FET) 

Debt service payments as a percent 
of 41.6% 

per capita growth rate of agri- 
cultural production: (‘74-‘83) 

0.0% 
Proportion of the labor force in 

agriculture: (‘82) 5.696, (‘87) 
5.2% 

Major crops: Wheat, citrus fruit 
Merchandise exports: (‘89) $10,335 

billion (FET) 

ISRAEL next page 
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an increase 
of $100 million (up to $200 million) 
in the military stockpile in Israel, 

$650 million in emergency ESF 
grants, a $400 million loan guaran- 
tee for housing for Soviet refugees, 
a grant of $7.5 million for its for- 

eign assistance program, a $45 mil- 
lion grant for refugee resettlement, 
and shares a $7 million program 
with Egypt for cooperative devel- 
opment programs to promote the 
Egyptian-Israeli peace treaty. 

Beginning in the mid-1970’6, Is- 
rael could 
I ce of and government 
d:ricits with imported canid (gifts 

age aid per year to about 
$102 million, but military loans in- 

to about 47% of the total. 
From 1971 to the present, U.S. aid 
to Israel has averaged over $2 bil- 
lion per year, two-thirds of which 
has been military assistance. 
Congress first designated -a specific 
amount of aid for Israel 
(“earmark”) in 1971. Also in 1971, 
economic assistance changed from 
specific prog~s, such as 

agricultural development, to the 
Commodity’ Import Program (CIP) 
for purchase of U.S. goods. CIP 
ended in 1979, replaced by largely 
unconditional direct transfers for 
budgetary support. The 1974 
emergency aid for Israel, following 
the 1973 war, included the first 

ISRAEL, cont. from 
previous page 

Merchandise imports: (‘89) $12,737 
billion (FET) 

PROGRAM BACKGROUND 

Since 1976, Israel has been the 
largest annual recipient of U.S. aid 
and is the largest recipient of cu- 
mulative U.S. assistance. From 

1949 through 1965, U.S. aid to Is- 
rael averaged about $63 million per 
year, over 95% of which was eco- 
nomic development assistance and 
food aid. A modest military loan 
program began in 1959. 

From 1966 through 1970, aver- 

military grant aid. Economic aid 
became all transfer in 

1981, and military aid became &.! 
grant in 1985. 

The FY1991 U.S. aid of $3.0 
billion in grants was made available 
to Israel in October 1990; $1.2 bil- 
lion in Economic Support Funds 
(ESF) grants ($200 million of 
which may be spent for military 
purposes despite laws to the 

contrary), and $1.8 billion in 
Foreign Military Sales (FMS) 
grants (of which $150 million may 
be spent in the United States for 
research and development (R&D) 
for advanced aircraft and $475 
million may be spent in Israel for 
defense procurement). U.S. aid 

U.S. 

and began to rely more on 
“borrowed” capital. Growing debt 
servicing costs, mounting govem- 
ment social expenditures, 
perennial high defense spending 
levels, and a stagnant domestic 
economy combined with worldwide 
inflation and declining foreign mar- 
kets for Israeli goods pushed the Is- 
raeli economy into a near crisis 
situation. The “unity” government, 
which took office in September 
1984, instituted a series of 
“preliminary steps” intended to re- 

solve some of the economic ‘prob- 
lems and “emergency” measures in 
July 1985, to cut government subsi- 
dies, freeze wages and prices, raise 

taxes, and .other measures. 

Inflation was cut from the high of 
445% in 1984 to an annual level of 
20% for 1986 and 1987. 

Unemployment settled down to 
5.5% for the second quarter of 
1987, after a high of 7.8% for the 
same period in 1985. By 1990, 

unemployment had climbed over 
9% and inflation 
20% per year range. Israel still 
runs government deficits and 

balance of trade and payments. 
deficits, although the gaps have 
been reduced. iH: And where will 

633 

3.0352 

See ISRAEL next page 
. 
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KEY ISSUES $100 

to which Israel 
in- would have access in emergencies, 

early disbursal of the annual mili- 
tary aid so that Israel can invest the 

funds in U.S. Government se- 
curities and earn interest, weapons 

According to the press accounts, (F-15 and F-16 aircraft, patriot mis- 
in the autumn of 1990, Israel re- siles, Apache helicopters, and e 
quested an increase in military as- $400 

Whats happening 

here? 
11/5/91 #2 HATON-N 

I 

1 would like to share a note given to 
ne from yesterday: “I thought you 

md the Commander would be inter- 
:sted in these few tid-bits. 

‘I have a close friend that works for 

Nalt Disney Records as an XXX 
:for privacy). He said the Crisis 
Management Office of the Walt 
Disney Company issued a memo on 
3ctober 1st 

a 

‘This same friend’s wife works fo1 
;he Universal Hilton Hotel in XXX 
:for privacy). There a 

and 

:rvthing is very hush. hush!” 

[n addition, and this will be mq 
projection since I fully intend tc 
protect these ones completely: It is 
now required that in obtaining a 

baby’s birth certificate it is manda- 
tory to file for a social securiQ 
number for the child. This year the 

requirement is for income tax pur. 
poses--beginning next year it will bc 
a law for ALL NEWBORNS. 

Thank you for shang this informa 
tion, R., these become excellen 
confirmations that the Elite KNON 
what is coming down “in geneti 
terms”, if not fully. suggest yol 

all take note of all these bits an 

pieces for the Elite and Govem-m 

ARE NOT GOING TO TELL YOI 

ANYTHING! 
, 

3 balance arms being sold to Saudi $5 

Arabia, and Canceling of Israel’s 
3.32 billion militarv debt. 
Congress provided $700 million 

weapons scheduled to be 
emoved from Europe, a $100 mil- $500 

ion increase in the stockpile, and lion in grant 

he early disburse (P.L. 101-513, 1989, 

‘igned on Nov. 5, 1990). Accord- 

to Israeli 
$3 reported on Oct. 5, 1990, 

that Israel planned to request an ad- 
ditional $1 billion in loans from the 
United States for settling Soviet 

a Jews. Israeli radio reported on Jan. 

22, 1991, that Israel requested an 
additional $10 billion over 5 years 

1 for settling Soviet Jews. The 
a of May 6, 1991, 

rhe United States $650 reported that Israel formally re- 
in quested $10 billion in housing loan 

w. guarantees over 5 years for settling 
Soviet Jews in Israel. As is true of 

all U.S. aid to Israel, the housing 
loan guarantee and the refugee 

One congressional proposal sug- 

It has been suggested that the 
United States should provide aid to 
Israel only if Israel takes actions or 
meets conditions in keeping with 
U.S. policies. For example, the 
United States might withhold assis- 
tance unless Israel stopped estab- 
lishing settlements in the occupied 
territories, or unless Israel reversed 
its annexation of the Golan Heights 
and east Jerusalem. U.S. 

Presidents and Secretaries of State 
have rejected applying such 

conditions to U.S. aid to Israel, and 
Israeli leaders reject such conditions 
as a violation of their sovereignty. 

(In 1953, the 
United States withheld an aid 
payment td Israel until Israel 
stopped a water diversion project 
which violated a U.N. demilitarized 

zone.) 

Opponents of attaching eco- 
nomic conditions suggest that Israeli 
officials are capable of making the 
changes needed to restore the econ- 
omy, and that any such outside in- 
terference is a violation of Israeli 

sovereignty. Proponents of condi- 
tions suggest that Israel should 
demonstrate its capability to imple- _ - . _ 

gested Israel other of the territories without ment austerity measures before aid 

countries should have their U.S. aid negotiations. Israeli Foreign Min- is given to Israel. 
reduced by 5 A (for Israel, a $150 ister David Levy stated in an Oct. 
million cut) with the proceeds used 2, 1990, letter to Secretary of State (6) 

to finance aid programs in Poland, James Baker that Israel would not 

Panama, Hungary, Nicaragua, or use the housing loan guarantees 

other countries. Proponents of the the occupied territories (which 

proposal point out that a few coun- means that Israel would not use the 24, 

tries--Israel, Egypt, Philippines, funds in east Jerusalem). Some Is- 1983, 

Pakistan, Turkey, Greece, and oth- raelis claim that Israel should use (GAO) 
ers--receive the greatest proportion the U.S. -backed funds in east (GAO/ID-83- 

of U.S. aid, and can afford to take Jerusalem, which they sav is part of 51), favorable treatment given to Is- 

a reduction to allow other nations to Israel. m: rael may establish precedents for 

receive aid. Opponents state that other U.S. aid recipients and may 

Israel cannot afford to have its aid be detrimental to the United States. 
cut, and that Israel is a strategic ally Israel’s supporters justify the un- 
of the United States. usual treatment accord@ to Israel 

because of the special’ relationship 
a between the United States and Israel 

in and because of Israel’s unique eco- 
us nomic and political status. [H: 

See ISRAEL next page 
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too harsh--“Israel does send an an- a $100,000 minimum purchase 
nual letter describing U.S. exports amount per contract, but Israel is 
to Israel compare& to the -ESF allowed to purchase military items 
amounts.) A number of other na- for less than $100,000. According 

tions receive part of their ESF as to the GAO report, Israel processed 
cash transfers, over 15,000 orders for less than 

in 1989, with no DOD re- 
view of the purchases as would 

-- FMS offsets: Israel receives have been the case with other coun- 
offsets on FMS purchases tries’ purchases. Other countries 
(contractors agree to offset some of have the U.S. Government disburse 
the cost by buying components or funds to companies directly, but the 
materials from Israel). Although Israeli Purchasing Mission in New 
offsets are a common practice in York pays the companies and is 

commercial contracts (countries reimbursed by the U.S. Treasury-- 

dealing directly with U.S. firms), m 
GAO said offsets on FMS sales 
were “unusual” because FMS is in- 

tended to sell U.S. goods and ser- 
vices. 

-- Early transfers: In 1982, Is- 

The GAO list of precedents in- 
cludes: 

-- Cash flow financing: Israel is 
allowed to set aside FMS funds for 
current year payments only, rather 
than set aside the full amount 
needed to meet the full cost of 
multi-year purchases. GAO be- 
lieves that cash flow financing cre- 
ates a commitment to furnish aid in 

future years at a level sufficient to 
meet the future payments. WP~ 
and Turkey now use cash flow fi- 
nancing. 

1974, 

1974 

1984, 

1985, 

a 

a 

-- ESF cash transfer: The 
United States gives all ESF funds 
directly to the Government of Israel 
rather than under a specific pro: 
gram. There isr no accounting of 
how the funds are used. [H: 

a 

not to be 

rael asked that the ESF funds be Apart from the precedents cited 
transferred in one lump sum w by::. the GAO, there are other un- 
in the fiscal year rather than in four usual features of the Israel aid pro- 

quarterly installments, as is the gram: 
usual practice with other countries. 

-- ESF, loan payment linkage: 

The vavs The continuing Appropriation for 
FY1985 (P.L. 98-453) stated that 
annual ESF aid to Israel be at least 
equal to the annual amount Israel 
owes the United States in payment 
on past loans. 

1985. 

a 
$50 and $60 

according to A.I.D. offi- 
cials in March 1988. 

-- FMS drawdown: Israel is 
permitted to draw down the grant 
(waived) portion of its FMS credits 
before the loan portion, thus delay- 
ing paying interest on the loans. 
Usually, loans and grants are drawn 
down at an equal rate. (As of Dec. 
31, 1987, Israel had about $156 
million in “unexpended” funds in its 
FMS account .) 

a 

$107 

1975, 

a 

, 1983, 

Another GAO report, Security 
Assistance: Reporting of Program 
Contents Changes, GAO/NSIAD- 
90-115 of May 1990, pointed out 
Israel’s unique FMS funding ar- 
rangements. Other countries pri- 
marily deal with DOD for 
purchases from U.S. companies for 
U.S. military items, but Israel deals 
directly with U.S. companies for 
99% of its military purchases in the 
United States. Other countries have 

$300 

$250 

1983 

1988, a 

$1.8 

1987 

$1.3 

$1.5 

1980 

1986. 30, 1987, 

, 

$450 

-- FMS for in-country purchase: 
According to reports, Israel has re- 
quested that part of the FMS funds 
(in addition to the Lavi funds) be 

transferred to Israel for Israeli de- 
fense expenditures and purchases 
from Israeli arms industries. The 
Senate foreign Relations Committee 
set aside $250 million of the $1.8 
billion FMS grant for defense pro- 
curement in Israel in the FY1986 
foreign aid bill. The $300 million 
set aside in the FY1986 continuing 

resolutiqn may be used for the Lavi 
or for other activities. Since the 
kwi was canceled on Aug. 30, 
1987, the Israelis have ask& that 
FMS funds for in-country purchases 
continue. Israel received $400 mil- 
lion of the $1.8 billion FMS for use 
IN Israel in FY1988, $400 million 
in FY1989, and $400 million in 

FY 1990. 

See ISRAEL next page 

-- Multi-year commitment: 

Press reports say Israel has re- 
quested a multiiyear aid commit- 

Page 17. 

$300 

$400 

1988 1989, 

$150 

-- FMS third-country sales: 
FMS funds are intended to be used 

to purchase U.S.-made weapons 
and equipment. Israel has 

requested, according to press 
reports, that the United States 
permit third countries to use U.S .- 
furnished FMS funds to purchase 
weapons and equipment 
Israel. Proponents of the proposal 
say the third-country sales would 
help Israel’s arms industry and 
benefit U.S. companies providing 
components to Israel. Opponents 

say the sales would hurt U.S. arms 
industries competing with Israeli 
industries and that the United States 
would lose control over the kinds of 

weapons provided, the use of the 
weapons (for defensive purposes 
“only”) and the transfer of weapons 
to other countries. 

a 
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ment rather than a single-year pro- the The bigger the dead tion bill (S. 2824, S.Rept. 99443) 
gram. On Feb. 17, 1985, the Is- The United States stipulates that and lie, the easier it is to pull off on 

raeli newspaper reported U.S. aid funds cannot be used in more of the same--but, YOUS, this I marked $1.2 billion in Economic 

that the United States and Israel the occupied territories. In January is borderline incredibility even at Support Fund (ESF) grants and 

signed an agreement which guaran- 1985, U.S. officials questioned Is- best--stupidity is probably more $1.8 billion in Foreign Military 

teed Israel $1.8 billion in FMS rael about reports that U.S. refugee suitable a description for your ab- Sales (FMS) grants for Israel. Of 
grants for the next three years, resettlement assistance was being sence of knowledge. How long will the $1.8 billion in FMS grants, 
FY 1986, FY1987, AND FY1988. used to settle Ethiopian Jews [H: you write your own slaughter line- $300 million was earmarked for 

near Hebron, on up? WHAT DOES IT TARE TO procurement in Israel, and $150 
Bank. According to the MARE YOU OPEN YOUR EYES million was earmarked for Lavi 

were New Times (Jan. 18, 1985), AND EARS??? TELL ME! I AM procurement in the United States. 

raeli officials responded that the TOTALLY SERIOUS--WHAT The bill also earmarked $5 million 

Hebron processing center would not DOES IT REQUIRE?? YOU NOW for Israel for cooperative develop- 
According to a necessarily be the permanent home HAVE PROOF AND YOU ARE ment projects and $25 million for 

for the Ethiopians. A SHOWN THE LIES FOR WHAT the 

report (Mar. 12, 1985) said the THEY 
Israeli officials Ethiopians in Hebron were not re- 

confirmed that a “concurrence” let- Over a HYOUSn 
ter in January 1985 set the FMS few Members of Congress have MONEY 
levels at $1.8 billion for FY1986, suggested that Israel may be using 
FY1987, and FY1988, but said that U.S. assistance to establish Jewish Let take a break, please. 
DOD suggested that Israel agree to settlements in the occupied territo- will write again today if you are up HERE ARE MULTI-BILLIONS 

the levels. but the task, scribe. I realize you are 0F DOLLARS, WHICH YOU 
and sick unto passage of MUST t%ORROW~ Al+JD PAY 

the subject in point--but the INTEREST, 

is to b ALARM MUST CONTINUE TO TIME INVEST S0 THAT IS- 
BE SOUNDED!’ 

If such a promise were BLESSINGS UNTO YOU WHO 0US 

made and if the United States keeps Also, the United States stipu- WILL LISTEN AND IN UNDER- GET ANYTHING BACH Ex- 

the promise, it is conceivable that lates that U.S. military equipment STANDING--STOP THIS INSAN- CEPT A HICK TO ‘IHE R-EAR! 

Egypt will request an increase in aid provided through the FMS program ITY. CAN 
comparable to Israel’s request and can be used only for internal secu- 

may ask for additional benefits, rity or defensive purposes, and that 11/5/91 

such as third-country FMS sales, 
FMS funds for R&D, FMS in- not be transferred to a third CONGRESSIONAL 

country purchases, ESF loan pay- without U.S. approval. In 1978, FYI987 

ment linkage, or multi-year com- 1979, and 1981, the executive IS YOUR HUMANITARIAN 

mitments. branch notified Congress that Israel The Administration requested MIH YOUR l$IILI,I0NS 0F UN 

“may have violated” U.S.-Isra@ $1.2 billion in =F grants and s1s8 EMpLoyED, MORE lVUIJ.,IONS 
-- The foreign assistance appro- agreements by using U.S. weapons billion in FMS grants for Israel 

priation bill signed on Nov. 5, for non-defensive purposes, and in FY1987, the same amounts autho- 0~~s Ii+‘R0M N0 MEDICAL 

1990, provides for Israel to receive 1982, the United suspended r&d under the 2-Y= authorization CAPABH,ITY ~0 

the $1.8 billion in FMS shipments of so-called cluster in P.L. 99-83. The House Appro- WHERE ARE YOU sov- 

bombs after allegations that Israel Priations Committee reported *out 
OF mE HSCAL YEAR, violated an agreement on the use of (H.RePt. 99-747) an aPProPnabons 

bombs, Israel maintains that the bill (H-R. 5339) for FYI987 on 
ISRAEL T0 RECEIVE THE weapons were used for defensive Aug. 5, 1986, which included $1:2 Neither the House nor the Sen- 

purposes. In 1982 billion in ESF grants and $1.8 b& ate passed foreign assistance appro- 

lion in FMS grants for FY1987 for priations bills. On Sept. 25, 1986, 
-- $1.8 (201-200) a con- 

5, 1990, ALSO gmh $150 million may be used tinuing resolution H.J.Res. 738; 

WITH LJ&oJ&& without U.S. per: for Lavi research and development the r&lution contained 

mission. in the united States and $300 mih the language of H.R. 5339. The 

lion may be used for Iavi or other Senate passed H.J.Res. 738 on Oc- 

QUOTING defense procurement, including tober 3 (82- 13), but with amend- 

SEGMENT. R&D, in Israel. The House APPro- ments on October 17 (H. Rept. 99- 
1 priations Committee’s bill protected 10()5), and the resolution 

-- The $400 million housing It is extremely elusive to me that the Israeli earmarked funds from was signed into law, P.L. 99-591, 
loan guarantee provided in P.L. you nYOUS” continue to insist on any Administration cut% but stated on Oct. 18, 1986. m: 

101-302 of May 25, 1990, waived being deceived. I can perhaps 

the $25 million per country ceiling, comprehend that “ignorance” is ject to Gramm-Rudman-Hollings m one? 

and somewhat allowable in that you are cuts if GRH sequestration became See ISRAEL next page 
waived the provision limiting the not given facts--not even your gov- necessary* 
housing to poor people. ’ emment. Note how often a Con- 
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“YOUS” 

The continuing resolution, P.L. 
99-591, provided $1.2 billion in 

ESF grants, all as direct transfer to 
be paid within 30 days from Octo- 
ber 18, $5 million in U.S.-Israel 
cooperative development funds, $25 
million for refugee resettlement in 
Israel, and $1.8 billion in FMS 
grants, of which $150 million was 
earmarked for Lavi expenditures in 

the United States and $300 million 
for Lavi or other expenditures in Is- 
rael. As in previous years, the 
continuing resolution allowed Israel 
to draw its grant FMS before 
drawing loans, stated that Israel’s 
ESF assistance should not be less 

than the amount Israel owed the 
United States for past loan re- 

payments, and protected the Israeli 
ESF and FMS funds from foreign 
assistance cuts but not from 
Gramm-Rudman-Hollings seques- 
tration. 

For FY1988 Israel requested 
$1.2 billion in Economic Support 
Fund grants, to be made available 
in the first quarter of the fiscal 
year, and $2.42 billion in Foreign 
Military Sales grants, $300 million 

of which would be for procurement 
in Israel. 

The Administration requested 
$1.2 billion in ESF grants and $1.8 
billion in FMS grants for FY1988. 

The Senate Foreign Relations 
Committee reported an authoriza- 
tion bill (S.1274, S.Rept. 100-60) 
on May 22, 1987, that provides 
$1.2 billion in FMS, $150 million 

is for Lavi R&D in the United 
States and $300 million is for mili- 
tary procurement in Israel. There 
was no further action on S. 1274. 

The House Foreign Affairs Com- 
mittee reported H.R. 3100 (H.Rept. 
100-294) on Aug. 26, 1987, which 

would authorize the same amounts 
for Israel. H.R. 3100 passed the 
House (286-122) on Dec. 10, 1987. 

a 

100-641) .19, 

The 
1988. H.R. 4637 passed the House 

House 

Commit& 
4?prop~a~ons (328-90) on May 25. H.R. 4637 

repOti H.R. 3186 appropriated $1.2 billion in ESF, 
(H.Rept. 100-283) on Aug. 6, $1.8 billion in FMS, $27.5 
1987, which provides $1.2 billion in assistan=, and $5 mil- 

in ESF grants, $1.8 billion in FhfS 
grants of which $150 million is for 

lion in cooperative 
&mm for 1-1 for Fylggg. 

Lavi R&D in the United States and 
$300 million is for military pro- The Senate Appropriations 
curement in Israel, $25 million for Committee reported H.R. 4637 on 
refugee resettlement in Israel, and June 22, 1987 (S .Rept. lOO-395), 
$5 million for cooperative develop- with amendments. The Senate ver- 
ment. sion provided $1.2 billion in ESF, 

$1.8 billion in FMS, $27 and $5 
ln million in cooperative development 

goes funds, 
4637 

$600 a $10 passed the Senate (76-15) on July 7, 
1988. The 

a to the conference report (H.Rept. 
100-983) on September 28, and the 
Senate agreed (voice vote) to the 

The continuing resolution, conference on September 30. The 
H.J.Res. 395 (P.L. loo-202), President signed the bill (P.L. lOO- 
signed by the President on Dec. 22, 461) on Oct. 1, 1988. [H: Looks 
1987, appropriated $1.2 billion in like you 
ESF grants for Israel and bil- 
lion in FMS grants for FY1988. Of 
the ATMS grants, $150 million may votes 
be used on advanced aircraft re- 
search and development IN the 
United States and $400 million may 
be used for defense procurement in FyI990 
Israel. Israel also received $5 mil- 
lion 

$25 

a 

” 

“. 
In November 1987, Israel and Israelis 

the United States reached an agree- 
ment to keep FY1989 aid at the I$@().] 
FY1988 levels, 

The Adminis- 

$1.2 billion in ESF grants and $1.8 tration requested $1.2 billion in 
billion in FMS grants. ESF grants and $1.8 billion in FMS 

grants for Israel for FY1990. The 
The House amended the full text Foreign Relations Authorization 

of H.R. 3100 (passed by the House Act, FYl990 and FYl991 (H.R. 
on Dec. 10, 1987) H.R. 4471, a 1437), reported on Apr. 6, 1989 
bill to amend the Foreign (H.Rept. lOl-17), provided $25 

Assistance Act with respect to million .for each fiscal year for 

activities to force the Senate to refugees settling in Israel. H.R. 
consider H.R. 3100, the 2-year I487 passed the House on Apr. 12, 

authorization bill, because he 1989, by a vote of 338-87. S. 1160, 

S. 1274, the authorization bill for r&i refuge was reported to the 

FY1988 and FY1989. (S.RePt. 
(with H.R. 3100 attached) pasd 101-46). On July 21, the Senate 

the House (262-112) on 
S.1160. The House agreed to the 
conference report on Nov. 15, and 

The Appropriations the Senate agreed to the conference 

Corn-&-m- reported H.R. 4637 EJXM’t 16, 1989. 

H.R. 2655, the foreign aid bill, 
included $1.2 billion in ESF and 
$1.8 billion in FMS grants for Is- 
rael. H.R. 2655 was reported on 
June 16 (H.Rept. 101-90) and 
passed the House on June 29, 1989, 
by a vote of 314-101. H.R. 2655 

was sent to the Senate, where it was 
referred to the Foreign Relations 
Committee. S.1347, a foreign aid 
authorization bill, was reported out 
of committee on July 18, 1989 
(S.Rept. lOl-SO), and included $1.2 
billion in FMS grants for Israel. 
NEITHER H.R. 2655 nor S.1347 

. 

H.R. 2939, a 
foreign aid appropriations bill that 
included $1.2 billion in ESF grants 
and $1.8 billion in FMS grants for 
Israel, was reported ta the house on 

July 19, 1989 (H.Rept. lOl-165), 
and passed the House on July 21, 
1989, by a vote of 329-69. H.R. 
2939 was reported by the Senate 

Appropriations Committee (S. Rept. 

101-131) on Sept. 14, 1989, and 
passed the Senate on Sept. 26, 
1989, by a 89-11. The con- 
ference report was filed on Nov. 
11. The House passed the confer- 
ence report on Nov. 14, and the 
Senate bassed the conference report 
on Nov. 15. The President vetoed 
H.R. 2939 on Nov. 19, 1990 (H. 
Dot. 101-l 13). 

Meanwhile the House Appropri- 
ations Committee reported (H.Rept. 
101-249) 407, a continu- 
ing resolution that included $1.2 
billion in ESF grants and $1.8 bil- 
lion in FMS grants for Israel, on 
Sept. 26, 1989, and the House 
passed the continuing resolution on 
the same day by a vote of 274-152.. 
The Senate passed H.J.Res. 407 on 

Sept. 28, 1989, by a vote of 100-O 
100% 

The President signed the bill into 
law on Sept. 29, 1989 (P.L. lOl- 
100). 

Budget and Emergency Deficit 
Control Act of 1985 (Gramm-Rud- 
man-Hollings) was implemented on 
Oct. 16. Under GRH, Israel’s aid 
was reduced by 5.3%. Also, 
Congress agreed to a .43% across- 
the-board cut in foreign aid to pay 

See ISRAEL next page 
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ISRAEL, cont. from 59. H-R- 4404 was reported H.R. 5114 on June 27, 1990, by a March 6, the House passed H.R. 
previous page (S.Rcpt. 101-272) to the -Senate on 308-117. H.R. 5114 as it 1284 by which 

for ~cotks card prog~s, and Apr. 24, 199% ad passed the sen- passed the HOUSE provided $1.2 authorized $650 million in ESF 
the Senate agreed to a 133% de by Voice Vote On WY 1, l%O. billion in grant ESF, $1.8 billion in grants for Israel. The Senate passed 
across-the-board cut to pay for ex- The house agreed to the conference grant FMS (of which $150 million H.R. 1284 by VOICE on 
panded Peace Corps programs. report (H.Rept. 101-493, 22, may be used in the United States for Mar. 13, 1991, and the President 
With the 3 $175.89 1990) on May 24 by a of 308- r&ch and 

million, Israel received $2,824.11 108, and the Senate agreed to the million may be spent in Israel for 1991 (P.L. 102-21). 
million on Oct. 31, 1989, conference report by VOICE procurement), $115 dn fo 

. . 

$1,129.644 million in ESF paid di- on May 24, 1990. The refunee ~s&eme~. $7.5 m&o~ . . 
The House Appropriations 

rectly to Israel and $1,694.466 mil- President signed the Act on May for ~smelts 
. . 

Committee reported H.R. 1281 on 

lion in FMS made available for Is- 25, 1990 (P.L. 101-302). 
. . 

gnd $7 Is- Mar. 5, 1991 (H.Rept. 102-g), 
rael in FMS account. 

. 
me1 and Egypt reed coop- which included the $650 million 

e&on, m: brelieve you will emergency ESF for Israel. The 
But with the passage of the ap- House passe; H.R. 1281 on Mar. 

propriation bill and the budget ret- la: As we go 7, 1991, by a vote of 365-43. The 

onciliation bill, Israel’s aid picture YOU funag ‘Twael’s foreign aid bud- Senate Appropriations Committ,ee 
changed. 1281 14, 

$7 1991 (S.Rept. 102-24). The Senate 

have the $3.99 a H.R. 1281 on Mar. 20, 
* 1991, by a vote of 92-8. The bill 

funding remained, so the .43% or was signed into law (P.L. 102-27) 

$12.9 on Apr. 10, 1991. 
Appropriations 

ministration agreed in 
r~&liat,icm bill that not all ac- fact, however.1 October 10 (S.Rept. 101-519) and 

COUMS would be cut, and agreed to Senate passed H.R. 5114 on According to Israeli radio 

fund ESF and FMS. 27ze $159 The Administration requested Oct. 24, 1990, by a of 76-23. on Jan. 22, 1991, Israeli Finance 
$1.2 billion in EsF grants and $1.8 The Senate added provisions that Minister Modai requested from 

STORED ~0 1s~~. After the billion in FMS grants for Israel for gave Israel $700 million in military Deputy Secretary of State Eagle- 

adjustments, U.S. aid to Israel for FYl991. equipment to be withdrawn from burger, 

FY1990 is as follows: U.S. forces added $150 that the 
Authorization. Title I. of H.R. million to the already existing $100 United States provide $13 billion in 

TABLE million U.S. m&try equipment suoolemental assistance; $3 billion 
stockpile in Israel (to which Israel for war expenses and $10 billion 

Fy199D has access in emergencies--which is over 5 years for settling Soviet Jews 

obviously, all the time), carmarked in Israel, According to the report, 
.43% for Israel $100 million of the $350 $3 

million worth of military equipment $1 

in the Special Defense Acquisition $1 

Fund be ‘paid for over 3 $400 

coop. opposed to the full cash payment re- $30 

quired of other countries, and pro- 
vided for the early distribution of $180 

H-R. 4404, a supplemental ap- 4610, introduce&n Apr. 2$, 1990, the $1.8 billion FMS funds to Israel $100 

ProPiaGons bill introduced on Mar. enacts H.R. 2655, the fiscal year to be invested in U.S. Government $250 
27, 1990, included $400 1990 1991 authorization bill securities with the prds of the in lost exports. Hu&&ot, the Is; 

guarantees Israel that House but not the investment to be paid to Israel. The raeli newspaper, reported on Feb. 
1991, 1989. (H.R. 2655 in- President signed the appropriations 8, 1991, that the Israeli REQUEST 

tional $5 in eluded $1.2 billion in economic bill on Nov. 5, 1990 (P.L. lOl- for 
migration funds for Israel for fi grants and $1.8 billion in FMS 5 13). &l&g, $3 

1990 (H.Rept. 101-434). 

w: 1 WY be a bit de= in earth reported by the House Foreign Af- 

grants for Israel.) H.R. 4610 was and $17 

5 

Shari a&h&lc but lt apI== to fairs Committee on May 2, 1990 5, 1991, reported Won 
me that for the 10~ of that $12.9 (H.Rept. 101-472), and referred to ment May 6, 1991, that Israel formally 

$387 00 officially requested $10 billion over 5 years 

nience.1 The housing loan guar- Merchant Marine and Fisheries. m-AI,, AII) ~PROIJRIA- Soviet Jews in Israel. The Israeli 
a&es and the refugee resettlement Both committees discharged H.R. EON OF $650 MILI;IoN IN ESF supplemental request ti 
grants are for rcsettling Soviet Jews 4610 on May 7, 1990. $3 
in Israel [H: a 

“YOUS” doing settling Khazarb Appropriation Committee repor’ Y wm. According to press reports, H.R. 2508 (the 

(H.Rept. 101-553) a foreign aid ap- Israel a-d NOT TO SEEK foreign assistance bill introduced on 
H.R. passed bill, H.R. 5114, on M()W AIJ) T’H,R()uGH IT@ 

House on April 3 by a vote of 362- June 2 1, 1990. me houst: pass& -S m CONGRES!$ 
See ISRAEL next page 
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11/6/91 #l HATONN . 
(German) horrors should be AL- reaar&inp his Derso al 1 

Politics? Please do not ask me to LOWED to “participate in a free a 

waste time on your politics. It society ” . 
matters not who wins or loses an man who “says the Holocaust didn’t erytbhg to do with the right of an TIfE FLOOR AI+lD IN YOUR 

election--the one elected is the happen as described” should be al- 
problem for he becomes the one lowed any place in a free society. 
with “power” and ability to further These are quotes, beloved ones. 

harm you. At this time you have Do you SEE AND HEAR what 
NONE in politics worthy of a label Bush stated? This terrorist who 

Bush talks to NATO 
of “leader for Truth”. ordered over 12,000 men buried A d h 

alive in a desert and is murdering 
n w ere is Mr. Bush going this dreds of “illegal” and “forbidden” 

It matters not about one called hundreds of thousands of babies and 
morning in order to more clearly dwellings for Israel in the Golan 
and completely destroy your world? Htiights right after an agreement 

David Duke--what attend people in Iraq To Rome! Oh yes, he will also with Baker to not do so. It was 
is what your President Bush mention two things), has the meet with NATO. Remember, completed while the Madrid 
this morning regarding the man. incredible audacity to denounce a NATO participants are to 
He said that no man who had been “citizen’s” rights of First 

“Peace” conference was under way! 

in the group disclaiming Nazi Amendment rights--to 
Bless the naming of the New World Ah yes, how handy and wondrous is 

ISRAEL, cont. from 
previous page 

lune 3, 1991, reported out of com- 
nittee on June 4, 1991 (H.Rept. 
102-96), and passed the House on 
lune 20, 1991, by a vote of 274- I believe the kindest thing I can du 

138, provides for Israel: $1.2 bil- is silently steal-away softly into the 

lion in ESF grants for FY1992 and evening and let you digest this ma- 
$1.2 billion in ESF grants for terial. I can’t promise that tomor- 
FY1993; $1.8 billion in FMF row’s input will be any the easier to 
grants for FY1992 (of which $150 assimilate. We have utilized 
may be spent in Israel for military “Congressional -Action” FY1987, 
procurement) and $2 billion in FMF 88, 89, 90 AND 9 1. 
grants for FY1993; $300 

Order and share charnpagfie with 
the winner of the naming “contest”. 
How much do you think this little 
jaunt will cost you wondrous 
sheeple of the world--not to even 
consider the cost directly to the 
American Tax-payers for the trip in 
point? 

tha<KbL NID& vow. WHERE 
ARE YOU PATRIOTS--YOU 

/KNOW, THOSE ONES WHO 

SAY, “I MAY NOT AGREE 
WITH THAT WHICH YOU DO 
OR’SAY BUT I WILL FIGHT TO 

MY DEATH FOR YOUR RIGHT 
TO SAY IT!“?? It is indeed a sad 
day in the world of “man” .this day. 

to meeting more of the Zionist 
Communist control--to stay alive in 
power--your President is bowing to 

for military in For further information ‘on related 
@xl for FY1993; issues, see: 

82008. 

$7.5 million for a 

Cooperative Development Program 
for FY1992 and $7.5 million for 
Cooperative Development Program 
for FY1993 (of which $5 million 

aid progmm For you who have denigrated and 
and $2.5 million is for cooperative decried my workers, I can only 
research projects). wish you the rewards of which you 

are so deserving. Perhaps God will 

The House overlook your ignorance. To you 

passed the foreign assistance appro- who have literally tried to “kill” my 
priations bill on June 24, 1991, by a people--I can offer you nothing bul 

vote of 301 to 102 (H.R. 2621), pity for that which will come upon 

introduced on June 12, 1991, and for that which you project will 
reported (H.Rept. 102-108) on June come back unto you as surely as 
12, 1991. H.R. 2621 includes $1.8 night follows day. So be it. IF 

billion in FMS grants ($150 million YOU ARE NOT IN A STATE OF 
of which may be used in the U.S. SHOCK--THEN YOU ARE TOO 
for research and development and LATE AND I CAN ONLY WISH 
$475 million of which may be used -Cy UNTO yOUa 
in Israel for defense procurement), 
$1.2 billion in ESF grants, $80 Good 
million in grants for settling 
refugees in Israel, $7.5 million in C ommander HatoM to clear the 
U. S .-Israel cooperative develop- panel, please. Thank you. 
ment funds for Israel’s foreign aid 
program, and $7 million for the 
Egyptian-Israeli regional cooper- 

Well. does not Bush have the right 
to opinion and to speak out? In- 

the pressures of the Lobby groups I deed, indeed--and he has done so 
in denouncing your own Constitu- most brilliantly. This is another 

tion in favor of the State of Israel. good reason for you to defend the 
Not the blessed Judeans or the right to speak out--YOU NOW 
Palestinians and/or God’s people-- KNOW WITHOUT EQUIVOCA- 
but the State of Israel. This same TION WHAT STAND HE TAKES 
government Who has now built hun- ON YOUR CONSTITUTIONAL 

BILL OF RIGHTS! 

“Jew”, “You” and/or “Yew” 
So, let there be. speeches on the 
matter. I suggest we who have just 
become born-again “Jews”, “Yous”, 
“Yews” have a contest and decide 
that which we will call ourselves. I 

prefer the term “JEW” because it 
says so much of importance in this 
“new world order”. We should, 
however, pronounce it COR- 
RECTLY--i.e., “Yew”. Either way 
is perfectly suitable. The point is 
to puncture the balloon of the liars 
and thieves of f?eedom and heritage 

from rightful recipients. 

satisfactory u&o worldly greed, 
i.e., bankers, politicians, lawyers 
and physicians, etc. Then it is 
noted that the visitor has taken the 
house from the owner and causes 
the owner to pay dearly for his right 
to have shelter in the out-house. 

These are the charlatans and tax- 
collectors and they were NEVER 
OF HOLY GOD. Moreover, they 
will laugh at you when you mention 
either Holy God or the Freedoms of 
the Constitution. The sick joke is- 
upon you, little ones-of-the-lie, and 
so comes the yoke of enslavement. 
You have done it unto your&v& 
and persecute the ones who bring 
Truth unto your attention. You are 
a mass to be pitied--not given into 
compassion. 

It is quite true that these Khazarian 
nomads had no place or homeland 

for the wanderers about the world 
stealing from those who allow them 
p,race and friendship within. The 
greedy of the governments ask them 
in to assist in gaining that which is 
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The Torah vs. the Talmud 
What of this so-called Holocaust 
and what happened to those tablets 
and scrolls bearing the word of God 
to the Children of the ancient times? 

The Torah was claimed to be the 
handed down teachings but there is 

Ross Perot 
How many of you TV watchers saw 
and/or listened to Perot’s speech on 
Saturday? How about the reiuns? 
You should have done so! What 
did I think of it? I think that Perot 
is a fine man with full desire to sal- 
vage his fellow citizens and a nation 
in destruction. However, until he 
sees the culprits (which he hopes to 
remove from power) and sees WI$O 
has brought this death to a nation-- 
the efforts will be useless and frus- 
trating. But, citizens, his heart is 
right and his desire is to serve in 
and with honor--along with those 
who. will step forward anp work 
with him. “Yews” of the world, it 

no attempt to do other than state 
openly that the Talmud is the in- 

struction for the claiming of a wcdd 
in total, by the Zionist men of 

learning (elders). 

I am going to walk you through the 
truths of this “word” called THE 
TALMUD. I will then break down 

the swindle and blackmailing of the 
Geman people with fabricated 

corpses with which to “fool” the 

world. I am going to speak out on 
that which was and was not--the 
Holocaqt--and I shall do so before 
my Scribe’s right to free speech is 
forever removed. Ah yes, more 
PHOENIX JOURNALS and 

will be 
burned and tom, denied and de- 
nounced--but SOME will hear Truth 
and perhaps the frauds can be un- 
covered. It will be far more easily 
accomplished now that we are ALL 
recognizing our RIGHT to our 
“Yewishness”--this simply means “a 
child of God’s creation within the 

is time to support these willing rightful ’ laws’ and *protection by 

leaders and move with them God under those laws’“. In other 
through the slxxhw so that .they do words, you and I are the children of 
not walk alone but with the armies God whose “rights” are guaranteed 

of goodness and right--the protection under God’s Constitu- 
reclaimers of your nations. tion! Yes, I AM A JEW and YOU 

Let’s watch Cheney 
How many of you followed the 
“Cheney” hearings? By the way, 
the very one who went forth to find 
out about the “missing” persons in 
Asia, Kerrey, heads the Committee 

giving hearing to Cheney. Guess 
what they have decided to do about 
those beloved missing men? They 
are going to write more LAWS so 
that it is illegal and “treason” to, 
bring forth’ information regarding 
possible sightings and pictures of 
possibly alive MIA-POW’s. They 

claim it is too painful and hard on 
families of these missing persons-- 
and gives false hope. I find that 

there are many still living in the 

prison camps but they will now be 
buried there--forever left to die in 
loneliness and pain. America, in 
the words of Perot--“. ..you have 
come a long way, America!” 
“Where are the Sgt. York’s?” Perot 

asked. Where are the patriots? 

Where are the reclaimers of the in- 
dustry gone to forfeit in foreign 
lands? Where are you Americans? 
We born-again “Yews” are ready to 
serve and even march ahead to clear 
the path and show the way--but who 
will come and walk with us? How 
many will you require be slain by 
the stones and rocks, bullets and 
buried alive by the thieves and 
thugs?? Where are you, America? 
Where are you, brothers of the 
world? Who will come and stand 
WITH US? Who will then march 
as, a wall of re&imers to take back 
the wondro\ls and gifted, chosen of 
God, nation so that the lamp can 
again shine unto the world that they 
might find reclqmation? iT IS DE- 

CISION TIME,_FOR THE FIRING 
SQUAD IS AT THE READY FOR 
THE EXECUTION! 
EXECUTIONER WILL BE GIVEN 
ITS “NAME” THIS VERY WEEK- 
-INROME! SO BEIT. 

ARE A JEW and I, for one, am no 
longer going to tolerate the thieves 
of my heritage to prevail through 
their lies and stolen property given 
from God unto His children. You 
can be a Buddhist Jew, Christian 
Jew, Human Jew, Chinese Jew, 
Mountainmti Jew, Seaman Jew, 
Black Jew---any kind you wish to 
choose. It is only a term which 
means: Creator’s child. 

THE TALMUD_ 

To make this easier for you to com- 
prehend and especially for you who 

have denounced it every time I have 
presented the Protocols and/or these 
Truths unto you--I shall utilize a 
writing from your own dimension. 
It is a section tom from a “history” 
book of ancient times and, there- 
fore, I cannot give proper acknowl- 
edgement to the scholar who com- 

piled the work--it has gone 
“anonymous” even from the one 
who shares the work for protection. 
Even unto me, the person has cho- 
sen silence. This one has been 
sorely persecuted for simply 
“holding” the information. Yes, 
indeed, America--you have come a 
very long way! 

Again, I must remind you that I al- 
low utilization of terms such as 
“Jew” incorrectly because they are 
used within the document I am pre- 
senting. I am not going to take 
time to exchange terms each time 
for it is unjust to the original 
scholar. Thank you for under- 
standing this point--up front. 

I also ask that you further under- 
stand that this writing is over half a 
century “old” and outside the inner 
sanctums. In those days it was all 
but impossible to find documenta- 
tion of Truth for these things come 
from the TOP-MOST SECRET 
PLACES OF THE ZIONISTS. I 
DID NOT SAY 

* JEW (I NOR 
* AISTS I * * 

NOR JUDEAIy_ . 

These ones are from the so-called 
thirteenth tribe of nomads who are 
Khazarian and who now fill the 
roles in falseness and destruction in 
order to have total control over the 
planet. I AM SENT THAT THE 
TRUTH BE REVEALED FROM 
GOD THROUGH WE, THE 

HOSTS, COME TO FULFILL HIS 

COMMAND. ONLY THROUGH 
TRUTH CAN YE FIND FREE- 
DOM FOR YOU RECOGNIZE 
NOT THAT WHICH IS CAUSING 
YOUR DESTRUCTION--NOT 
EVEN THE ONES TRAPPED 
WITHIN IN PERSECUTION AND 
HOLOCAUST AT THE HANDS 
OF THEIR “SO-CALLED” 
BROTHERS. 

QUOTE: 

The real essence of the Jewish 
creed is rwt the Old Testament as 
such, not the Pentateuch, or the 

Book of Moses, but the basic creed 
as set forth in the Talmud. To the 
outside world the Jews profess to be 

attached to the Old Testament. 
Again, this is partial deception and 
also a partial smoke screen for their 
real program. When Jewish boys 
and girls reach the age of thirteen, 
it is not the Old Testament that they 
pursue, but instead they begin a 
thorough study of the Talmud. 

The Jews claim that, whereas 
Moses received the written law 
from God on Mount Sinai on tables 
of stone, he also received oral in- 
terpretations of it, or the “oral 
law”, at the same time. They claim 
this is the reason why Moses re- 
mained so long on the mountain, 
since God could have given him the 
written law in one day. Whereas all 
this again is so much fiction and 
Jewish invention, nevertheless it is 
significant to note their explanation 
of the origin of their creed. 

Moses is said in turn to have 
transmitted this oral law to Joshua; 
Joshua in turn supposedly transmit- 
ted it to the seventy Elders; these 
Elders then passed it on to the 
Prophets, and the Prophets to the 
Great Synagogue. The Jews then 
claim it was later transmitted suc- 
cessively to certain Rabbis until it 
was no longer possible to retain it 
orally and-they began to put it down 
in writing. 

This again is their mythical ex- 
planation of the origin of their sa- 
cred creed. It is, of course, not 

See TALMUD next page 



TALMUD, cont. from 
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based on any fact. Like the rest of 
their self-concocted history, it is 
pure myth. It is very doubtful 
whether characters such as Moses 
or Joshua even existed. 

’ Nevertheless, going back to 
historical sources, it is well known 
that before the advent of 
Christianity, schools existed in 

Palestine in which “sacred” Jewish 
literature was taught. The com- 
mentaries of the doctors of law 
were noted down on charts and lists 
as an aid to memory, and these 
collected together formed the be- 
ginnings of the Jewish Talmud. 

There is a long history from 
here on out as to its compilation and 
its growth to the present day Tal- 
mud. I do not want to take up the 
space to go into all the complicated 
machinations that took place in or- 
der to build it up to its present huge 

volumes. 

Suffice it to say that the Mis- 
chnah is the foundation and the 
principle part of the whole Talmud. 
This book was accepted by the Jews 
everywhere and was recognized .as 
their authentic code of law. With 
the passing of time, the interpreta- 
tions of this code increased and 
disputations and decisions of the 

doctors of the law concerning the 
Mischnah were written down. 
These writings, which were inter- 
pretations of the law, constitute an- 
other part of the Talmud called the 
Gemarah. In total therefore, these 
two parts, namely the Mischnah, 
which serves as the text of the Jew- 

ish law, followed by the Gemarah 

majority of the Jews, but not all. and decisions gathered from the 

When we refer to the Talmud in testimonies of their distinguished 
this chapter, we will be t&&g scholars and Jewish teachers. 
basically- about the Babylonian 
Talmud. 

Thus the Mitihnah, the 
Gemarah, Tosephoth, the marginal 
notes of Rabbi Ascher, the piske 
Tosephoth, and the Perusch Hamis- 
chnaioth of Maimonides, all, col- 
lected into one, constitute a vast 
work which is called the Talmud. 
The complete Talmud contains 
sixty-three books in five hundred 
and twenty-four chapters. 

It is this vast piece of literature, 
which contains much trash and also 
much filth, that has nevertheless 
woven into, and throughout the 
length of it, the basic Jewish teach- 
ing. It lays down the line for the 
destruction of the Gentile peoples of 
the world. It sets forth the histori- 
cal aim of Jewish control of the 

world with all its wealth, the en- 
slavement of all peoples. It basi- 
cally contains all the Jewish laws in 
their relationships between each 

other, and also in relationship of the 
Jews towards the -Gentiles. 

The Talmud also contains much 
detailed advice about the use of 
fruits, seeds, herbs, trees, etc. It 
goes into much detail about Jewish 
festivals, about when they are to 
begin, when they are to end and 
how they are to be celebrated. It 
has a voluminous amount of law 
treating the subject of marriage, and 
repudiation of wives, their duties, 
relationships, sicknesses and many 
other subjects in this field. 

which serves as an analysis and The field that it covers is almost 
interpretation of that law, constitute unlimited. It takes in the. penalties 
the Jewish Talmud. and compensations ti regards to 

damages. It makes a .big todo 

By the year 500 A.D. the Tal- 
mud was more or less compiled in 
its present form. Even at that time 
there were’ two main Talmuds used 
by the Jews, one was the Palestinian 
Talmud and the other was the 
Babylonian Talmud, of which the 

latter; the Babylonian Talmud, was 
the more comprehensive. It was 

not compiled by any one person nor 
at one time, but many prominent 

Jewish leaders labored over it for 
many years. 

aboutsacrifices and sacred rites a& 

holy days. It also goes inti the 
subject of purifications @ great de-: 
tail. 

The Babylonian Talmud is the 
one that is today accepted by the 

The Talmud further goes, intb 
great length about the laws them- 
selves. It has a treatment of laws 
concerning buying and selling, laws 
concerning real estate and ‘corn- 
merce. It goes into the tieatment of 

courts and their proceedings and the 
punishment of capital crimes. It 
also deals with different. kinds of 
oaths and the breaking thereof. It 
has a collection of traditional laws 

The books go on and on. There 

is hardly a subject that is not cov- 
ered as far as the life of a Jew is 

concerned. Much of it is trivial, 
much of it is tremendously boring. 
Nevertheless, threaded throughout 
the Talmud is the basic philosophy 
and creed of the Jew himself that 
makes him such a dangerous para- 
site to every society he bores into. 

It is not my purpose to spend 
too much time on the massive detail 
embodied in the compendium of the 
books of the Talmud. Suffice it to 

say that this work has always been 
regarded by the Jews as holy. They 
have also held it, and still hold it, 
as more important than the so-called 
sacred scriptures. The Talmud it- 
self shows this very clearly. In one 
part it says “those who devote 
themselves to reading the Bible ex- 

ercise a certain virtue, but not very 
much; those who study the Mis- 
chnah exercise virtue for which they 
will receive a reward; those, h?%+ 

ever, who take upon themselves to 

study the Gemarah exercise the 
highest virtue. * 

In another part of the Talmud it 
says, “The Sacred Scripture is like 
water, the Mischnah wine, and the 
Gemarah aromatic wine.” 

The following is a well-known 
and highly praised opinion in the 
writings of the Rabbis: “My son, 
give heed to the words of the 
scribes rather than to the words of 
the law.” b. In other words, the 
ydung Jew @zing trained for his 
prospective role and part in the 
Jewish world conspiracy is told 
over and over again that he must 
pay close attention to the teachings 
.of the Talmud rather than’ the 
written law of the Old Testament 
itself. * wereas ‘both are part of 
their und+ying religious creed, the 
tithings of the Talmud prevail and 
are predominant. 

. 

Through;out the Talmud the 
word Goi is used in referring to the 
Gentiles and in particularly to the 
White Gentiles and ,the Romans. 

This is their derogatory term for the 
word cattle, or beast, and is some- 
times spelled Goyim. From early 
childhood the Jews are taught that a 
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Gentile, ANY Gentile, is a beast 
and is to be treated the same as they 
would treat cattle. Interwoven 

throughout the teaching of the Tal- 
mud is the idea of hostility and ha- 
tred towards the Goyim. 

Although the Talmud was not 

fully compiled until the year 500 
A.D., much of it was written before 
the Christian Era and at the time 
when Rome was at its height. The 
policy of the parasitic Jew from 
time immemorial has always been 
to vent their fiercest hate against the 
dominant and prevailing White 

power structure. It is therefore not 

surprising that much of the hate in 
the Talmud is directed against 
Rome directly. 

When Babylon was at its height 
their most violent hatred was di- 

rected against Babylon. After they 
had destroyed Babylon their most 
vehement hatred was directed 
against the Romans. As always, the 
Jews invade and disperse 
themselves throughout a healthy 
White productive society. Then 

they scream persecution. l-+l=Y 
mlled the Romans tyrants. Tl=Y 
claimed the Romans held captive 
the children of Israel. The Jews 
frantically exhorted their people that 
only by the destruction of the 
Romans would the Jews be freed 
from what they call their fourth 
captivity. They urged therefore, 
that every Jew was bound to do all 
that he could to destroy this impious 
kingdom of the Edomites (Rome), 
which ruled the whole world. 

Since, however, it is not always 
and everywhere possible to effect 
this extermination of the Goyim, 

the Talmud orders that they should 
be attacked at least indirectly, 
namely by injuring them in every 
possible way, and by thus lessening 
their power, help towards their 
ultimate destruction. Wherever 
possible, a Jew should kill the 
Goyim, and do so without mercy, 
the Talmud says. 

Their hatred for Rome knew no 
bounds. They say that the Prince- 

dom, whose chief city is Rome, is 
the one to be hated most of all by 
the Jews. They call it the Kingdom 
of Esau, and the Edomites, the 

See TALMUD next page 
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kingdom of - Pride, the Wicked 
Kingdom, Impious Rome. The 
‘%rkish Empire is called the King- 
dom of the Ismaelites which they do 

not wish to destroy. The Kingdom 

of Rome, however, must be exter- 
minated, because when corrupt 
Rome is destroyed, salvation and 
freedom will come to God’s Chosen 
People. So says the Talmud. 

As we all know, destroy Rome 
they did. The weapon that was in- 
strumental in destroying Rome was 
the suicidal Christian teachings that 

the Jews perpetrated upon the White 
Roman civilization. 

The Talmud further says, 
“Immediately after Rome is de- 
stroyed we shall be redeemed.” 
Translated from the Jewish jargon 
this means that as soon as they have 
destroyed Rome that they will be 
supreme. History shows that after 
the Jews destroyed and disintegrated 
Rome with their suicidal teachings, 
the White Man has never aLain re- 
gained control of his own destiny. 

The destruction of Rome was 
not the end of the Jewish program 
by any means, of course. A Jew, 
by the fact that he belongs to the 
Chosen People and is circumcised, 

possesses so great a dignity that no 
one, not even an angel, can share 
equality with him, so says the TaI- 
mud. In fact he is considered al- 
most the equal of God. “He who 
strikes an Israelite,” says Rabbi 
Chanina, “acts as if he slaps the 
face of God’s Divine Majesty.” A 
Jew is always considered good in 
spite of unlimited sins he may 
commit; nor can his sins contami- 
nate him, any more than dirt 
contaminates the kernel in a nut, 
but only soils its shell, A Jew is 
always lopked upon as a man; the 
whole world is his and all things 
should serve him, especially 
“animals which have the form of 
men. ” 

In Legal matters “A Goi or a 
servant is not capable of acting as a 
witness. ” Furthermore, a Jew may 
lie and perjure himself to condemn 
a Goyim. About this the Talmud 
says further: “Our teaching is as 
follows: When a Jew and a Goi 
come into court, absolve the Jew, if 
you can, according to the laws of 

Israel. If the Goi wins, telI him 
that is what our laws require. If, 
however, the Jew can be absolved 
according to the Gentile law, ab- 
solve him and say it is due to our 
laws. If this cannot be done, pro- 

ceed callously against the Goi, as 
Rabbi Ischmael advises.” 

In any case, their war against 
the Goyim is relentless. They quote 
the Proverbs 24:6 “By wise counsel 
thou shalt war against them,” and 
the Talmud then asks the question 

further--by what kind of war? “The 
kind of war that every son of man 
must fight against his enemies, 
which Jacob used against Esau--by 
deceit and trickery whenever possi- 
ble. They must be fought against 
without ceasing, until proper order 
be restored. (Restoring order to the 
Jews means the final Jewish tyranny 
over the world.) Thus it is with 
satisfaction that I say we should free 
ourselves from them and rule over 
them. ” 

So much for quoting from the 
Talmud. By its sheer length of vol- 
ume it hides most of the vicious and 
insidious material from the eyes of 
the Goyim. It is only by the intense 
and lengthy study followed by the 
Jewish teaching that the whole im- 

port of the deadly program is re- 
V&d. It is not my intention to 
even partially review such a lengthy 
volume of books. 

Suffice it to say it is a detailed 
program for binding the Jews to- 
gether under a of laws and a 
long term program for the destruc- 
tion 
aim is the complete destruction of 
the Gentiles and the domination of 
the Gentile world 

emy. 

I wiII further expose the 
tents of the Talmud 
more detail in the chapter on the 
“Protocols Elders of Zion”. 
Since the Protocols spelI out more 
cleady and in concise essence the 

teachings of the Talmud, more 
space will be devoted to them. 

In summation, outside of what I 

have already quoted about the TM- 
mud, the Protocols and the Com- 
munist Manifesto pretty welI cover 
the entire ground of the Jewish pro- 
gram the enslavement of the 

world. The Protocols and the 
Communist Manifesto themselves 
are nothing more than a distillation 

of the teachings of the Talmud. 
The Talmud came first, and it is in 
itself the suprenie Jewish master 

plan overshadowing all other Jewish 

books. 

STOP QUOTING FOR THIS 
SEGMENT. 

Dharma, allow us to stop please as 
you are needed elsewhere.. This is a 
hard and painful topic and we have 

labored long while only touching on 
the whole facts. It is my mission to 
bring Truth but, as with all things 
of God, all who partake may do 
with it that which they will, Denial 
will change not one iota of the 
facts. The first, further, to be 
eliminated are those from whom 
these liars first stole the very labels 
and heritage and were efforted at 
total annihilation in that which was 
called the Holocaust--by the very 
same hands who called themselves 
“brothers” in heritage and name! 

I share the pain at confronting this 
Truth for you are trained to give 
gently unto ALL. I still do not as- 
sert that any should be ungentle-- 
just confront Truth and through that 
recognition the evil vipers can have 
no power over your beings--until 
you recognize your enemy, you 
cannot function clearly nor will you 

be allowed acquisition of those 
places which can regain your free- 
dom, nation and brotherhood. 
Further, YOU will have to 

“ASSUME”, for the present, that 
ALL practicing Zionist Talmudists 
KNOW that for which they strive at 
all costs. It will be the “simple” 
Judaists who will be first destroyed! 

May the Light of God shine upon 
your beings as you awaken into that 
which is TRUTH and may your 

hearts be filled with compassion and 
love as we move to reclaim 

cover that which is given by God 
unto his children. 

Salu and Adonai--Hatonn 

The Protocols of the 

Elders of Zion 
11/6/91 #2 HATO~ 

“Again”, you complain? Yes- 
again. You STILL-haven’t gotten 
the message either loudly or clearly. 
So be it. Perhaps at this point you 
will stop calling me “anti-Semitic” 

and “false bastard” and “liar”. 
sirs and madams, am not the liar. 
Your enemy comes from several 
pods of the same root--only ex- 
pressed in different “changed” 
terms. If you wish not to study this 
information--I suggest you stop pe- 
titioning to God for “insight and 
help in your plight”--GOD HAS 

SENT US OF THE HOSTS TO 
GIVE YOU THAT FOR WHICH 
YOU HAVE PETITIONED AND 
@ YOU FAIL TO RECOGNIZE 

THE SUBSTANCE, SO BE IT. 

BEGIN QUOTING (CONTINUED) 

I have said previously that the 
Jews wrote five major books that 
have been of overwhelming impor- 
tance in their program for the de- 

See ZION, next page 
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struction of the‘ White Race. The 
first two were the Old Testament 
and the New Testament. The third 
was the Talmud. The fourth is the 

Protocols of the Elders of Zion. 

The Protocols are undoubtedly 
the most deadly, the most vicious 
and the most diabolic program for 
the subjugation and destruction of 
mankind that was ever conceived by 
the collective depraved minds of 

man. They constitute the secret 
program of the inner circle of the 
powerful Jewish insiders that rule 

the world. It is thought that this 
circle, these powerful insiders, are 
composed of approximately 300 
men, all Jews, all of whom know 
each other but are unknown to the 
rest of the world. They are also 
unknown to the Jewish following 
whose support they demand and 
whose support they enjoy. These 
Elders, the supreme nerve center of 
power of the Jewish dictatorship, 
have for centuries usurped unto 

a 

He published the first Rus- 
sian language edition in 1905. In 
his introduction he says that a 
manuscript had been handed to him 
about four years earlier by a friend, 
who vouched that it was a true 
translation of an original document 
stolen by a woman from one of the 
most influential and highly initiated 
leaders of Free Masonry, at the end 
of a meeting of the “initiated” in 
France, “that nest of Jewish-Ma- 
sonic conspiracy”. Professor Nilus 
added that the Protocols are not ex- 
actly minutes of meetings, but a re- 
port, with a part apparently miss- 
ing, made by some powerful person 
inside the Jewish conspiracy. 

The Protocols were published in 
book form by Sergyei Nilus in Rus- 
sia in 1905. A copy of this is in the 
British Museum bearing the date of 
its inception, August 10, 1906. 

a 

themselves the supreme power of 
the world. They are also the gov- 
erning body of Kehilla, and the 
Jewish race. a 

The program that is set forth in 
the Protocols is a concentrated 
program and it defies summa&a- MENT IS. 
tion, because it is in itself a summa- 
rization of the hidden programs that known 
the Jews have interlaced in the 
complex and shifting volumes of 
Talmud. Its program is 
distilled concentrated poison set a 

forth in Karl Marx’s DAS CAPI- 
TAL and Communist Manifesto. It 

is also an extension of the philoso- 
phy set forth in the Old Testament ING 
and the New Testament of Jew- 
ish bible. However, whereas 

Old Testament is for consumption 
for the Jewish membership at large 

New Testament especially a 

designed to confuse and confound 

the Gentiles, the Protocols are a se- 
cret compilation. In no event were 

they ever to be seen by the eyes of 
the Gentiles. 
Jewish membership at large ever to take the world and aE in it. The 

leadership had in mind. 

now available to the Gentiles and to already under way-note AIDS in 

of the great accidents of history. 
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ment that has already been brought 
about is just too obvious to be ar- 

Naturally the Jews keep gued away. This the Jews know 

screaming again and again that they only too well, and therefore they 
are forgeries, but what they are never argue about the material con- 
forgeries of they do not say, since a tained in the Protocols itself and the 

forgery implies that there is obvious unraveling of the conspir- 

a”genuine” article to be forged. In acy before eyes. 
any case, the Jewish program of 
subversion and conquest of the In any case, the diabolical plans 
world has followed this plan so spelled out in the “Protocols of the 
faithfully that the events of history Elders of Zion” are not new to 
speak for themselves. They are the Jewish history. They reveal the 
best proof that the Protocols are concerted plan of action of the. 
genuine. Jewish nation that has developed 

through the ages and edited by the 

Mr. Henry Ford, in an inter- Elders themselves up to that date. 
view published in the New According to the records of secret 
World, February 17, 1921, put the Jewish Zionism, King Solomon and 
case of Nilus tersely and convinc- other Jewish learned men, in 929 
ingly thus: ” ..the only statement I B.C., already had thought out a 
care to make about the Protocols is scheme in theory for a peaceful 
that they fit in with what is going of the whole universe by 
on. They are 16 (published) years Zion. 
old and they have fitted the world 
situation up to this time, They fit it As history developed, this 
now.” scheme was worked out in detail 

and completed by men who were 
Since Mr. Henry Ford made subsequently initiated into this pro- 

that statement, more than 50 years gram. These learned men decided, 
have gone by. Today we can see by any means whatsoever, to con- 

with our own eyes the world picture quer the world for Zion with the 
that has unfolded in the meantime. slyness of the Symbolic Snake 
We can see more precisely the con- (serpent-people) to represent the 
firmation of the program contained Jewish people. The administration 

in the Protocols. Practically all of was always to be kept SECRET, 
the world is now under Jewish con- Bv’EN FRO&f THE 

trol, and so much more of the ?7@V As this Snake pen- 

deadly program has been unraveled etrated into the hearts of the nations 
before our eyes that a person has to which it encountered, it undermined 
be either a Jewish agent, or a corn- and devoured all the non-Jewish 
plete idiot to deny the authenticity power of these states. It is foretold 
of the “Protocols of the Elders of that the Snake has still to finish its 
Zion”. work, strictly adhering to the de- 

signed plan, until the course which 
Meanwhile, the Jews consis- it has to run is closed by the return 

tently keep denying that the Proto- of its head to Zion and until, by this 
~01s are genuine. In fact, they have means, the Snake has completed its 
even set up a committee in the Sen- round of Europe, it will then en- 
ate to investigate them and issue a compass the whole world. This it is 

report that they were forged. Natu- to accomplish by using every means 
rally this was done under the lead- possible, subduing countries by 
ership of such Jewish senators as economic conquest, by propaganda, 
Senator Javits and others, with a by cunning, by trickery, by deceit, 

goodly support of pro-Jewish lack- by war, by finance, by force, or by 
eys. In any case, the claim of the any necessary means whatever. 
Jews that the Protocols are forgeries 

and the fact that the Jews are the Dearest Scribe, let us break for the 
world’s greatest liars and masters of day. please enjoy yourself as you 

deceit, is the best proof of their ready for the little celebrations. 
genuineness. Strangely, the Jews Sam. 
never attempt to answer the facts 
corresponding to the threats which 
the Protocols contain, and indeed, 
the correlation between the proph- 
esy of the Protocols and the fulfill- 
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Protocols and Talmud have strong link 
No one argues the point of the the essence synagogues. What should the Jews 
“Talmud”. Even though it is un- To show do? This was the reply: 
available to the public and the that the diabolical conspiracy .em- 
“Jews” can’t decipher it from the bodied in the Protocols is not new, 

original form--forget the inconve- we have the same principles and 
nience for the little children are morality of the latter day Protocols 

taught carefully BIT OF (which are really as old as the tribe 
THE CONTENTS. These lessons itself) set forth in the 15th century 
are given in such manner as to seem program which was printed in a 
perfectly logical for “God’s Chosen French journal financed by the 
Race” where all means are worthy Rothschilds and published in 1889. 
of the goal in point. Four hundred years earlier, on Jan- 

QUOTE: 
uary 13, 1489, Chemor, Jewish 

Rabbi of Arks, in Provence, 
France, wrote to the grand San- 
hedrin, which then had its seat in 
Constantinople, for advice, as the 

long diatribe people of Arks were threatening the 

and 

and 

. 
1. 

Mossad 
Murders 

11/7/91 #l HATONN 

This, of course, comes from. the 
same ones who had the Mossad 

where 

would 

“Maxwell” 

when 
a 

i 

URSDAY 

.2. 

on 

up 

3. 
on 

and 

4. 

5. 

and 

on 
6. 

The third stage takes place in 
MADRID (Yes, same old Madrid) 
in the time of Charles 

The fourth in Paris (Yes, same old 
Paris) about 1790 at the time of 
Louis XVI and the French Revolu- 
tion. The fifth movement of the 
Symbolic Snake is designated in 
London from 1814 onwards after 
the downfall of Napoleon. The 
next and sixth stage, the Symbolic 
Snake moves on to Berlin in 1871 
after the FrancoPrussian War. The 
seventh stage takes place in St. Pe- 
tersburg (just returned to its original 

of “St. Petersburg” in the past 
months) which is drawn the 

head of the Snake under the date 

1881. All these states which the 
Snake has traversed have had their 

See LINK, next page 

In the year 1844 just before the 
Jewish revolutions of 1848 swept 
most of Europe, Benjamin Disraeli, 
whose real name was Israel, and 
who was a damped or baptized Jew, 
published his novel, 
which he had revealed the follow- 
ing: “The world is governed by 

very different personages from what 
is imagined by those who are not 
behind the scenes.” He even went 
on to show that all these personages 
were Jews. 

map of the course of the 
Symbolic Snake is shown as fol- 

lows: its first stage in Europe was 

in 429 B.C. in Greece, where at the 
time of Pericles, the Snake first 
started eating into the power of that 
unfortunate country. The second 
stage was in Rome at approximately 
the time of Julius Caesar, who has 
probably received more fame and 
publicity than any other Roman and 
was a valuable agent of the Jews. It 
was for this reason that he was 

murdered by a small group of patri- 
otic Romans who risked their lives 
in order to try to avert the destruc- 
tion of the Roman Republic. The 

Jews wept and cried around the 
body of Julius Caesar as they al- 

do 
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willing to be traitors to the nation in 
point and who know very little 

about the art of government. Back 
of these lackeys will be their own 
Jewish advisors, who, they claim, 
are men of learning and genius, es- 

pecially bred and reared from early 
childhood to rule the affairs of the 

cont. from 
previous page 

foundations and their CONSTITU- 
TO THE 

ROOTS. 

24 

a 

a 

..* maneuvered, 

a 

with 

a 

ln the next chapter I am there- 
fore reviewing the text of the 24 
Protocols in abridged form. 

THETEXTOFTHE 

PROTOCOX 

The following is an abridgement 
of the 24 Protocols. In summariz- 
ing them, much had to be left out. 

We should keep in mind that 
these Protocols were written at least 

70 years ago, and formulated cen- 
turies earlier. 

PROTOC.OL NO. 1 
a 

and barrel the will of men to the 
It deals with all’ the naive disposition of those who have been 

fantasies about democracy, about paid for their treachery and treason. 

self-determination, and many other 
illusions that we have cherished By using the power of their 
over all these years, and depicts gold, their financial forces, and by 
them as a mere sham. using cunning, deceit and treachery 

they have made possible to re- 
It contends that political free- place the representatives of the peo- 

dom is an idea only, but never an pie and put in their place instead 
actual fact. The idea of freedom their lackeys and their agents. 
can be used as a bait to attract the 
masses of the people to one’s party PROTOCOL NO. 2 
for the sole purpose of crushing an- * 
other party who is in power. me I 
conclusion is drawn that, bv law 

of Nature, right lies in force and 
right lies in might. It is pointed out 
that the blind might of a nation can- 
not for one single day exist without 
guidance. In order to grasp this 
power the task is rendered easier if 
the opponent has himself been in- 
fected with the idea of freedom or 
so called liberalism and for the sake 
of an idea it is willing to yield some 
of his power. In any case, the 
whole idea of self-government is a 

hoax and a fraud and has been used 
as an illusion wherewith to capture 
the mobs who, when left to their 
own devices, invariably end up in 
havoc. 

have often been referred to as 
It is by means of 

wars that the Jews reap and lay the 
foundations of Jewish predomi- 
nance. When the wars are over 
both sides are devastated and at the 
mercy of international Jewish fi- 
nance They =Y, “Our intema- 
tional rights will wipe out national 
rights.” While wiping out huge as- 

sets, formerly in the hands of the 
Goyim during 

laying waste large 
sections of both sides 

when the war is 
over both sides find themselves in 

a 

a 

Thereby the “other” 
nations (and Races) are further en- 
snared into bondage and the Jewish 
stranglehold is progressively tight- 
ened. m: If you SEE 

in 
pro- 

mote internecine strife, which they 
soon aggravate into battles between 
classes, in the midst of which states 
bum down and their importance is 
reduced to a 

a has exhausted it- 
self in its own convulsions, whether 
its internal discord brings it under 

the power of external foes, or 

dr all, ?a 
state is fighting an external enemy 

they will use the same means of 
treachery, cunning, deceit or any 
other device in order to win a war 
and overcome that initiative, taken 
together it hands over lock, stock. 

The Jews then boast how they 
choose Goyim administrators for 
public office, people who will front 
for them and whose loyalty as 

stooges they can count upon. Natu- 
rally these will be people who are 

The last part tells about the 

had 

and n 

They sum it up by saying that 
the triumph of the Jewish system 
will fail of success 

upon 

a up 

Thus we see the gathering of the 
reins of power into the hands of the 
Jews by their treacherous devices. 

PROTOCOL NO. 3 

With overbearing arrogance and 
supreme confidence the Jews tell 

* a 

on. 

a 

They reveal further how they 
are going to lock us, the Goyim, in 
their powerful vise. 

See LINK, next page 
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By stirring up a host of con- 

fused issues, they increasingly 
widen the gulf between the rulers 
and people. 

hand. By agitating and stirring up 
the mob on the other hand they 

and 

n 

than 

and 

a n 

Thereby they further promote the 
hate and the envy that will move the 
mobs to turn upon those and wipe 
out all those who are an obstacle in 
the way of the Jews and their take- 
over of power. 

(in other words the 
Jewish Dictator) to 

force, ‘against every kind of author- 
ity. The mobs, under the Jews’ 

s 

eOntd, will then kill the last ves- USED 
of Gentile leadership and ac- 

quit the criminals so that in the end 
OWN 

the mob will unwittingly help the =TOCOL Nm 
Jews to enthrone the (Subject Headings Only) 

PROTOCOL NO. 4 

which are one of their most pow- 
erful tools controlling the 

states into destruction for their 
total Jewish take-over 
world. 

a and 

an n 

To further move the conspiracy 
to its ultimate conclusion it is neces- 
sary for the Jews to destroy all the 
foundations upon which the Goyim 
society has been built. They will 

a 

While the 
Goyim is working and earning a 
living and pursuing industry and 
trade the Jew will be pursuing. spec- 

ulation. This will result in every- 
thing that is produced from the 
land, or by industry, to slip through 
their hands and pass into 
speculation 

1 
a As the 

mobs then rage and destroy, the 

Jews have made sure that they will 
not touch their property, because 
the moment of attack will be knqwn 
to the Jews only, and they have pre- 
pared to’ take measures to protect 
their own. 

They frankly admit that they en- 
gineered the French Revolution and 

that the secrets of its preparations 
were well known to them for “it 

mock at the word- 

“freedom”, saying that it means ab- 

solutely nothing but is a useful tool 
for them to use to inflame the mobs 
and bring out whole communities of 

men to fight against every kind of 

go 

moral principles among the 
Gentiles, especially those of the 
white races, having turned their 
minds completely towards industry 
and trade and earning a living, they 
will bring them to a stage where 

a 

good, 

” 

agreement between States. The 
state of of the 
Jews. Gold--the engine of the ma- 
chinery of States. Significance of 
criticism. institutions. 
Weariness from word-spinning. 
How to take a grip of public opin- 
ion. Significance of personal ini- 
tiative. The Super-Government. 

PROTOCOL NO. 6 

riches 

These monopolies will be so 

Today we see these as an 
established fact. m: 

a 

No matter what business you look 
into, whether it be oil, sugar, 
movies, television networks, steel, 
railways, automobile manufacturing 
and a hundred other lines of en- 
deavor, they are all in the hands of 
the Jews. 

While they are garnering all the 
riches of the land into huge Jewish 
monopolies they still say that in ev- 
ery possible way they must develop 
the significance of their super gov- 
ernment by representing it as the 
Protector and Benefactor of all 
those who voluntarily submit @ 
them. 

The next section deals with the 
means 

and they say, frankly, 
that this 
WHATEVER 

a 

A further means to deprive the 
people of their hard earned money 
and property is first and foremost 
for the Jews to engage in specula- 
tion and monopolize it. In this way 
they drain off from industry and 
from labor and capital and from the 
land and transfer into Jewish hands 
all the of world. 

no 

In order to bring further ruin to 
the Goyim they will promote and 

encourage bv DroDapanda a 

swallow any earnings that they 
have 

a 

On top of 
this they will further encourage and 
accustom workers to anarchy and to 
drunkenness. At the same time they 
will take all measures possible to 

. 

While they are doing all this 
they will mask their heinous de- 
struction of the other Races under 
an alleged ardent desire to serve the 
working classes and the great prin- 
ciples of political economy. 

WQCOL NO. 7 

When 
they get through, all that will be left 
in all the different countries of the 
world will be the inasses 

a 

By having Jewish agents in the 

See LINK, next page 
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governments of all the countries in 
the world; 

by the fer- 
ments and hostilities they have cre- 
ated; they will, with their intrigues, 
have so entangled all the threads of 
the governments of. the world that 

a 

How frighqful 
and real this power is was shown in 
World War II when Germany, 
through courage and strength, 
shook off the Jew, then immediately 
through vicious propaganda, in- 
trigue, financial means and other 
levers of power, the Jews organized 
the surrounding neighbors into a 
beastly war of annihilation. p: 

This they can do because as they 

. 

ou 

a 

n. 

PROTOCOL NO. 8 

Their plan is to destroy the courts 
of law and degrade and degenerate 
it into a legal jungle. 

If we 
look us today it is hardly 
possible to ignore how heavily in- 
fested our legal system IS. The 

But in order to bring about their 
contrived and perverted decisions 

and justify them to the public they 
make it a fine science to cover their 
idiotic decisions with the most high- 
sounding, exalted moral principles 
passed into legal form. To train 
their breed of lawyers for all this 
intricate treachery and finagling, 
they have schools which prepare 
their selected personnel by a spe- 

cial, super-educational training 
course in their special Jewish 
schools. With their special training 

‘they will be * . 

on 

go 

the issues, but the better therewith 
to CONFUSE THEM. Around 
their government, that is the Jewish 
government, there will be a whole 
constellation of bankers, industrial- 
ists, capitalists and above all-- 
millionaires, because, as they say, 
everything will be settled by the 
question of money. The Jews will 
install Gentile stooges to head up 
government departments but they 
wiil be people and persons whose 

past and reputation are such that 
have criminal involvement, people 
who have some dark, murky hidden 

. 
past, and a= dv 
JHMLED. Such people never rep- 
resent the interests of their own 

but outright 

PROTOCOL m 

The Jews make a full and de- 
tailed study of the character of the 
people of the country which they 
intend to destroy. By cautious ap- 
plication of this principle, “you 

a 

confide that the Masonic 

have been a pow- 
erful tool for the destruction of the 
different nations of the world. 
Whereas these words express a 
meaningless and impossible ideal- 
ism, that is beside the point. It has 
been tremendously useful and has 
worked. 

A short discussion then ensues 
about the use of artificially con- 
trolled being tremen- 
dously useful to them for the man- 
agement 

In other words, 
a 

For the Jews there are no checks 
or limits to the range of their activ- 
ities. Their Super-Government is 
.not limited by any laws or condi- 
tions. 

and and 

on 

They have enmeshed into their 

network the service of persons of all 
opinions, of all doctrines, dema- 
gogues, socialists, communists, and 
Utopian dreamers of every kind. 
Each of them has been given a task. 
Each of them, on his own account 
is boring away at the last remnants 
of authority, striving to overthrow 

all established forms of order. “By 

Page 29. 

and 

Remember that these Protocols 
were finally brought forth almost a 
century ago, even then the Jews 

openly bragged that they 

further brag that they have 

a a 

and 

and 

STOP ‘QUOTING FOR THIS 
SEGMENT. 

Dharma, you are not the only one 
feeling ill and queazy at that point. 
I do not, either, know how to say 
these things without using their own 

labels and terms and yes, it does 
sound awful--IT IS Am-YOU 
HAVE SLEPT SO MUCH TOO 
LONG THAT YOUR BRAINS 
ARE FOGGED AND THE VISION 
CLOUDS. 

Let us have only a short break, 
chela, for we must move right 
along. I trust that G.G. is getting 
these writings to ones who must 
also squarely face FACTS. To 
press under wrong assumptions and 
incorrect directions is worse than 
doing NOTHING. Even in combat 
or industry--YOU MUST LOCATE 

THE ENEMY OR THE MAL- 

FUNCTION 
AND/OR RE- 

PLACE THE PARTS WORN AND 
IS 

See LINK, next page 
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Like the emperor who had no quarter report that it would have to 
clothes but believed he was fully write off losses of an estimated 
dressed, President Bush continues to $3~ million on 
assure the nation and the world that 
the U.S. is not in a recession. For “Even $300 million is not to 
once, the President is right--we are cover the bank’s losses. Our es& 
not in a recession but in a mate is that Chase will have to 
deepening DEPRESSION. In spite write off another $250-300 million 
of President Bush’s brave attempt to in the last 

bluff his WY 0% stark =noh nomic intelligence source told me. 
data shows a continuing worsening 
of the U.S. economy. Never in its 180 years in business 

has Citicorp not paid dividends, so 
Citicorp, the largest bank in the th e announcement that its stock- 
U.S. with assets of $214 billion, holders would receive for 

$885 

third quarter ending September through the banking community on 

30th. The shock results caused a Wall Street, and no wonder. Even 
run on Citicorp in Hong Kong and 
Australia. Added to the bad news 
came Chase Manhattan’s third 

during the darkest days of the post 
Wall Street crash depression, Citi- 

corp always paid its stockholders a 
dividend. 

cont. from previous page 

OUR VERY INNER CIR- 
AND HIGHEST PLACE- 

MUST ’ NOT 

tally unacceptable that you con- 
tinue to IGNORE the facts of the 
false teachings and misdirections for 
your very survival is resting upon 
your inner vision to set the course 

Blessings upon you who struggle 
and are heavy laden--God shall give 
you rest when the need is at hand. 
He will also give you strength to 
see yoyr journey through and the 
ship again into its right passage--but 
you must LOOK with open eyes 
and stop denying that which pains 
the heart. THE ANTI-CHRIST IS 
IN YOUR MIDST AND HAS DE- 
VOURED YOUR VERY FIBER 

AND FOUNDATION. GOD 
WILL SHOW THE WAY AND 
POINT TO THE ERRORS--m 

i 

stand-by and await your 
summons when you are prepared to 
continue. Thank you. 

If my source is correct in his esti- 

mate, then Chase will have been 
forced to write of losses for three 
quarters in a row, which will be a 
“first” in its history. 

Although U.S. banks were de facto 
national&d by the Reagan admin- 
istration in 1984 through the Fed- 
eral Reserve guaranteeing all de- 
posits, which means that techni- 
cally, the Federal Reserve can res- 

cue any bank it chooses to help, 
Citicorp may prove too big to 
swallow. The real danger in prop- 
ping up Citicorp would be the strain 
such an action would impose on the 
Treasury with a fallout that could 
wreck the U.S. bond market. 

In a private “members only” memo- 
randum, the Bank of International 
Settlements (BIS) said that banking 
in the U.S. is in a state of crisis and 
is having a ripple-effect on intema- 
tional banking. Reporting “unpre- 
cedented contraction in interbank 
business” the BIS memo said, “the 
currency contraction of $54 billion, 
is the largest ever absolute decline 
recorded in gross international 
banking aggregates. ” The ripple ef- 
fect has hit a number of European 
banks very hard. 

A memo circulated among Bank of 
England customers indicated that 
“there is a growing fear that U.S. 
banks, with their overexposure to 

doomsdav: in update 
South American debtors, will lead 
to their failure. The most vulnera- 
ble banks are those U.S. banks with 
no retail deposits, such as the U.S. 
money centre banks, leaving them 
wholly reliant on wholesale sources 
of funding. ” The memo was partly 
leaked to the London “Financial 
Times”. 

wind. One of these is that banks 
use their Treasury Bills on deposit 

with the Federal Reserve TO FREE 
UP THEIR CASH DEPOSITS, so 
that debts can be cleared, or at least 
partially cleared. “When it comes 
to suggesting what is clearly a vio- 
lation of U.S. banking laws, then 
the situation is desperate,” my 
source told me. 

One of the City of London’s 
(London’s “Wall Street”) noted 
economists said, “the danger is ex- 

tremely high as a result of a run on 
that bank. (Citicorp). It marks a 
watershed. It could be only a mat- 
ter of weeks before the government 
will be forced to step in. ” Of 
course as I have reported, the Bush 
administration is desperately trying 
to avoid taking that fatal step, be- 
cause it would mean that concealing 
our true economic situation would 
no longer be possible. 

As previously reported, the series of 
high-level EMERGENCY meetings 
held throughout the last week of 
September, throughout October, 
continue into November. At the 
most recent--just before President 
Bush went to Europe--Nicholas 

Brady was instructed to “make the 
economic recovery a reality”, in 
other words, bluff and more bluff. 
Brady was ordered to “make sure it 
be known that the government is 
doing all it can to promote recov- 
ery.” 

No wonder! The total amount of 
non-performing loans (bad loans in 

plain English) admitted to by U.S. 
banks exceeds the total amount set 
aside as their reserves to cover bad 
loans, BY $390 BILLION. THIS 
DOES NOT INCLUDE BAD 
LOANS NOT ADMITTED TO BY 
U.S. BANKS. The fact that most 
banks no longer have equity capital, 

or that equity capital has been badly 
depleted is what the Bush adminis- 
tration is trying to hide. Real estate 
lending amounting to $847 billion is 

what has wiped out most bank’s eq- 
uity capital. 

In the first week of October, the 
leaders of big business, banking and 
insurance were summoned to an 
emergency meeting at the White 
House. Also in attendance besides 
the White House crew were Tim 
Ryan of the office of Thrift Super- 
vision, John Robson of the Treasury 
Department, Bob Clarke of the Of- 
fice of the Comptroller of Cur- 
rency. A letter from the American 
Banking Association to the Presi- 
dent was read. The contents have 
not been released, but my economic 
intelligence source told me that the 
ABA letter was “pretty blunt”. 

The Treasury has also secretly 
“suggested” that bank examiners not 
use liquidation values. Bank ex- 
aminers are under pressure to allow 
banks to “prudently” refinance 
commercial loans without the stan- 
dard practice of criticising such 
methods. The Treasury is about to 
give the green light for bank com- 
mercial loans on office buildings 
standing empty or close to empty, 
to be reclassified as home/- 
residential loans. This will help 
banks to retain the illusion of 
having equity capital. It will help 

banks to keep up the facade of ac- 
tually having complied with 
banking laws which say banks must 

secure commercial real estate loans 
to the full value of the loan. 

Following. the meeting, Alan 
Greenspan and members of the 
President’s economic advisory 

committee drew up a set of propos- 
als that sailed very close to the 

The fall-out from the U.S. banking 
crisis is reverberating through other 
countries. The Norwegian govem- 
ment was obliged to nationalise 

(which is akin to Chapter 11 pro- 
ceedings) the country’s second 
largest bank, Christiania Bank 
Kreditkasse. Even the redoubtable 
Wallenburg family, who own most 
of Sweden’s largest banks, news- . 

See. ECONOMY, next page 
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A few weeks ago we were treated to He could afford to. Most of the 
Congress support whatever his 
“position” happens to be. The 
loans were to be guaranteed NOW 
said Mr. Shamir, and not delayed 
for a few months as the President 
1 had demanded which, even though 
not publicly mentioned, would cre- 
ate havoc with the federal budget 
FY 1992-1993. 

allowed to go anywhere else, which 
was why Russian Jews were to be 
shipped direct to Israel and not via 
Vienna as heretofore. The reason 
for this clause in the agreement was 
to prevent a recurrence of Russian 

Jews changing their minds--and 
their destination--once they arrived 
at the transit station in Vienna. 

rael has never done better than “D” 
credit rating on a scale of -A to F. 

Ever tried to get a bank loan with a 
“D” credit rating? Standard and 
Poors investment index rates Israeli 
long-term debt obligations not 

backed by U.S. guarantees as. 
TRIPLE B, the LOWEST possible 
rating. 

the unusual s&tacle of President 
Bush voicing opposition to the $10 
billion “loan” guarantees promised 
by his administration ostensibly to 
help out with a pressing shortage of 
housing for arriving Jewish immi- 
grants from Russia. According to 
Mr. Benjamin Netanyahu, U.S. 
loan guarantees were needed to help 
Israel meet what he called “our hu- 
manitarian responsibility to save 
Russian Jews and provide housing 
for them”. 

Why then was the President asking 
for a delay in implementing those 
guarantees? The REAL REASONS 

for delay appear further on in this 
article, but what President Bush told 
us was something quite different. 
Apparently to all intents and pur- 
poses the President became annoyed 
when his officials discovered that, 
unbeknown to them, Israeli Prime 
Minister Shamir unilaterally decided 

that only 20% of the $10 billion 
loan money would be allocated for 
housing. Mr Shamir did not feel it 
necessary to ask Washington’s per- 
mission to change the ground rules; 
I mean, isn’t it a fact that whatever 
Israel wants it gets, so why the 
fuss? 

When President Bush was informed 
that only 20% of the loan money 
would go into housing, and that 
20% would be used to create new 
jobs for the “flood of Soviet Jews” 
immigrating to Israel and that 60% 
of the loan money would go into 
rebuilding and restructuring Israel’s 
ever-shaky economy, he was under- 
standably annoyed. Even a weak- 
ling does not like having his nose 
rubbed in the dust all the time. 

The hot-line between Tel-Aviv and 
the White House hummed for a 
while, but Shamir stood his ground. 

ECONOMY, cont. from 
previous page 

papers, pharmac&tical companies 
and the auto industry, could no{ 
stop the failure of NORDBANKEN, 
the largest bank in the country. 

Sweden, like Norway and Den- 

mark, is in a depression not seen in 
the last 60 years. Indeed, the em- 
peror has no clothes! 
All rights resewed Dr. J. Coleman. 

The reason for the delay sought by 
President Bush was to give him 
time to arrange for a coverup of the 

facts. After all, lending money for 
“humanitarian” housing is one 
thing, but rebuilding the infrastruc- 
ture of Israel is something else! 

Whatever would his Saudi allies 
think of that? Had he not 
personally promised King Fahd and 
Prince Bander that this would not 
happen? The President was in a 
iam and needed time to think of 
ways of getting out of it. Then 

there were implications with the 
federal budget to be considered, 
indeed a thorny problem. 

Not only the Saudis, but Egypt and 
Syria, who were bribed and coerced 
into joining Baker’s anti-Iraq cash 
register coalition, were promised 
that the Zionist hold on Palestine 
would be loosened after Iraq ‘had 
been put in its place. No more new 
settlements would be permitted. 
The Arabs and Syria did not regard 
continued Zionist occupation of 
Palestinian lands ordered returned 
by the U.N. for the past two 
decades, as coming under the 

heading of “humanitarian aid”. 

As it was, Syria in particular asked 
the prickly question: If it really is 

“humanitarian aid” the Zionist gov- -.- 
emment of Israel is seeking, why 
then tell President Bush to order 
Germany to STRICTLY LIMIT the 
number of Soviet Jews who opted to 
settle in Germany rather than Pales- 
tine? (Incidentally, the same re- 
striction was supposed to be applied 
to the U.S.) 

This clause in the agreement signed 

by Sharon and the KGB was in- 
serted when Sharon negotiated his 
deal for a million “warm bodies” to 
occupy the West Bank and Gaza; 

, his agreement with the KGB was 
that those “warm bodies” not be 

. 

It was very embarrassing for the 

Zionists that so many Russian Jews 
with exit visas for Israel decided 
that they had more in common w$h 
the U.S. than with Palestine. Ac- 
customed to the creature comforts 
of life in Moscow, they’ felt no de- 
sire to settle on barren land on the 

West Bank. In fact, history IS re- 
peating itself. The “flood” of So- 

viet Jewish immigrants has slowed 
to a mere trickle since political con- 
ditions in Russia have dramatically 
improved, and worse yet, a sub- 
stantial percentage of Russian Jews 
who have already arrived in Israel, 
are having second thoughts, causing 
them to pack their bags and head 
for greener pastures. 

Notwithstanding the foregoing, the 
urgent need for all that money has 
not abated. Rather than lose the 
bonanza, Prime Minister Shamir 

altered the ground rules of the loan. 
The excess money no longer needed 
for housing would be utilized for 
other purposes. Of the 350,000 
Soviet Jews in Israel, only half that 
number have jobs--this according to 
the Ministry of Absorption, so 20% 
of the loan money would be ear- 
marked to create new “apartheid” 
jobs for them. Arabs and Palestini- 
ans of course need not apply. 

Apparently nobody in the U.S. 
thought to ask how it will be possi- 
ble for Israel with its chronic infla- 
tion rate of 150% and with hardly 
any visible means of support other 
than its arms trade, to “absorb” 1 
million immigrants? Nobody in the 
White House or on Capitol Hill 
raised the difficult question of 
HOW Israel proposed to repay such 
a colossal sum of money when its 

projected economic growth in the 
future remains on a “dead” straight 
line? 

The Export Import Bank that will 
be handling the 1oa.n~ says that Is- 

Yet Mayer Michael, president of 
the Zionist lobby, AIPAC, had the 
chutzpah to say, “We are not asking 
the U.S. for one red cent in grant 
aid. We stressed that a loan guar- 
antee will not take one penny away 
from (U. S .) domestic programs, ” 
Mr. Michael is so accustomed to 
blind acceptance of his claims that it 
didn’t occur to him that a few brave 

souls might just have the audacity to 
question his bluff. 

But there were a few brave souls 
who wanted to know how Michael’s 
convoluted rationale could stand the 
test when it was obvious that the 
cost of just ADMINISTERING the 
loans would amount to $140 million 
EACH YEAR for the 30-year life 
of the loan, a total of 
$4,2OO,OOO,OOO. As the late great 
Wright Pattman once said, “nobody 
reads the Congressional Record”. 
If Americans did so, they would 
have discovered that Mayer Michael 
was assured of his position by a 
resolution passed by Congress in 
1986 which stated that the sum total 
of economic aid to Israel would 
never be less than the total of its 
loan payment commitments. What 
a sweet deal. 

What does this actually mean? 
Well, for one thing it means that 
Zionist claims to have always repaid 
its loans in full and on time are 
predicated upon the fact that, as 

near as can be ascertained, 89% of 
its loans from the U.S. have been 
FORGIVEN, or RESCHEDULED 
on even more favorable terms than 
the original agreement. 

Now even a duffer knows that one 
cannot default on a loan if it has 

been forgiven, i.e. it is no longer 
on the books. So of course, Mr. 
Mayer Michael can claim a certain 

See MYTH, next page 
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degree of accuracy abor : Israel’s 

good record, but only -cause of 
the unbelievable generosily of (rich) 
Uncle Sam. What then of the 
actual amount which the U.S. will 
most probably be called upon to 
repay in 30 years time? 

Based upon Israel’s very shaky past 
credit history, the U.S. will more 
than probably have to foot the entire 
bill, which will also carry an addi- 

tional interest price tag of $117- 
$1 18 billion over the 30-year life of 
the loan. Yes, that is very probably 
what it is going to cost the citizens 

of this country, not the “red cent” 
and “one penny” Mr. Mayer 
Michael talks about, and believe me 
these billions WILL be taken out of 
the domestic economy of the U.S. 

It has been confirmed by other 
sources that the ACTUAL 
AMOUNT ISRAEL WILL RE- 
CEIVE IN LOAN GUARANTEES 
IS $40 BILLION, AND NOT THE 
MERE $10 BILLION EVERY- 
BQDY BELIEVES IT TO BE. Let 
there be no mistake about it. The 
Zionist state WILL get this amount 
of money, new settlements or not 

and be damned to Mr. Bush!. 

That was the message Mr. Shamir 
sent to President Bush when he 

stalked out of the Madrid peace 
conference after delivering his 
tirade of abuse against Arab and 
Syrian “terrorists”. This arrange- 
ment was agreed to in advance by 
James Baker III, who did not think 
to mention to the other delegates 
that Shamir would have the privi- 
lege of denouncing them and then 
walk out before they could respond. 
Nice going if you can get it, and the 
Zionists always get it when they 

try- 

How can’ the Bush administration 
justify such preferential treatment 
for Israel when the U.S. is suffering 
30 million unemployed and 4 mil- 
lion homeless, a situation that 
grows more terrifying each day for 
those unfortunates in this group and 
with American businesses going 
down like tenpins in a bowling alley 
for lack of financing? The truth is 
the United States CANNOT afford 
to be so generous with foreigners. 

Charity should begin at home, but 
with so many on Capitol Hill 

seemingly confused about WHERE 
home is, charity will NOT begin 
with our own people. 

Here are the sober facts which ev- 
ery American ought to weigh before 
making a judgment about this mess. 
In terms of the Credit Reform Act, 
which act was supposed to reduce 
the federal deficit expected this year 
to be in the region of $500 billion 
(not the $380 billion the 
government claims it will be), any 
loan guarantees for Israel, if passed 
AFTER September 1991, will have 
to be included in the federal budget 
FY 1992-1993. Isn’t this an aston- 
ishing state of affairs? 

No wonder President Bush tried to 
delay the guarantees. How in the 
world can the Bush administration 
cut any more domestic programs’ 
than have already been slashed 
when there is nothing more left to 
cut? Can you see why the long 
awaited FY 1992-1993 budget is 
being delayed? on top of the deep- 
ening DEPRESSION President 
Bush has to find ways and means of 
further DECEIVING the American 

public, because this is what he has 
got to do in order to hide the loan 
guarantee package somewhere in 
the federal budget. 

It isn’t just a matter of being able to 
leave the Israeli loan guarantees out 
of the budget. The Credit Reform 
Act MANDATES its inclusion in 
the federal FY 1992-1993 budget. 
How President Bush is going to do 
this without revealing why there 
should be further cuts in domestic 
spending is impossible to envisage. 
If the American public ever finds 
out the truth about the “Myth Of 
The $10 Billion”, President Bush 
will have to run for the hills. 

Underscoring his contempt for the 
United States, the Arabs, Palestini- 
ans and particularly the Syrians, the 
“peace conference” in Madrid had 
barely started when Minister of 
Housing Ariel Sharon made his 
move. While everybody was con- 
gratulating everybody else on a few 
handshakes between Israeli and 
Palestinian delegates, and ABC and 
CBS television pundits were waxing 
lyrical over the significance of such 
an amazing event, followed by the 
Gush Emunim “Block of the Faith- 
ful” fanatics, Sharon marched his 
group up the Golan Heights and 

opened a new Jewish settlement. 
After the ceremony was over, 
Sharon roundly denounced the Syr- 
ians, calling them cowards and ter- 
rorists. 

To the cheers of the faithful, Sharon 
said he did not regret a single thing 
he had done while a leading mem- 
ber of the Irgun terrorist gang. 
Presumably this would include the 
murder of 600 Arabs at Der Yassin, 
whose dead bodies were used to 
foul the wells for miles around the 
village, nor his invasion of Lebanon 
which cost the lives of 30,000 
Lebanese citizens. He roundly de- 
nounced the U.S. for calling the 
Madrid conference and restated 
what his prime minister had said: 

Israel would never give up a single 
inch of land taken from the Arabs. 

Naturally the Syrians were outraged 
and said they knew all along this 
would happen. The Zionists wanted 

war,; not peace, in order to 
complete their conquest of 
Palestine. Sharon’s provocative 
action was greeted with a mildly- 
worded protest from James Baker 
the III, who fancies himself as the 

puppet-master of the Madrid 
conference. Baker has somehow 
not yet awakened to the fact that he 
is merely a puppet of the Zionist 
government of Israel. 

While the no-agreement Madrid 

conference was breaking up, Presi- 
dent Bush expressed (in a low key 
manner of course), his displeasure 
,over Sharon’s actions. In the un- 
derstatement of the year, the Presi- 
dent ventured to suggest that this 
kind of thing did not help the peace 
process. 

When the Israeli request for $10 
billion in loan guarantees was first 
floated, President Bush said it could 
only be granted provided there were 
no new settlements in occupied 
Palestine, only he didn’t actually 

=Y “Palestine” but “occupied 
territories”. In fact the Syrians 
agreed to attend the peace confer- 
ence in Madrid on condition that 
this proviso be strictly enforced by 
Washington. 

Never one to play the diplomat, 
former Irgunist Shamir soon let 
Bush know who his boss is. 
Calling the no new settlement 
proviso “unconscionable (which 

implies that Shamir has a 
conscience) and “unjustified”, the 
Israeli Prime Minister set the stage 
for a confrontation with the White 
House. 

In an interview with the daily news- 
paper HA ‘ARElZ, Shamir let it be 
known that he would never obey the 
many U.N. resolutions calling for 
Israel to leave occupied Arab and 
Palestinian lands, loans or no loans. 
This bravado was actually believed 
by the gullible faithful on Capitol 
Hill. Prime Minister Shamir made 
his statement to 
ing full well that he would get the 

loan guarantees regardless of flout- 
ing world opinion. His friends on 
Capitol Hill would see to that. Af- 
ter all, isn’t that what friends are 
for? 

The bottom line of the “Myth Of 

The $10 Billion” is that the United 
States is going to finance Israel’s 
economy, thus supporting Israel’s 
illegal occupation of lands seiied in 
the Arab-Israeli Wars. The United 
States will go on condoning the il- 
legal acts of building new settle- 
ments on land that belongs to oth- 
ers. 

The United States will go on 
supporting its biggest welfare 
state, which is what Orthodox Jews 
who do not recognize the Zionist 
state of Israel its “right to exist” 

have called it. Even such estab- 
lishment press as the 

and the 
JOURNAL are in agreement with 
Orthodox Jewry ’ s characterization 
of Israel as a GIANT WELFARE 
STATE, calling it a “bankrupt so- 
cialist welfare system, one of the 
world’s most state-controlled 
economies outside of the dwindling 
Communist world. ” 

But we who carry the yoke of 
Zionism’s “right to exist” around 
our necks should not put too much 
store on what a short while ago 
would have been sacrilege. As long 
as international Zionism controls 
the White House and the Congress, 
we have little hope of being freed 
from involuntary servitude, which 
is forbidden by the U.S. 
Constitution. U.S. support of the 
Zionist state of Israel, at the cost of 

See MYTH, next page 
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We shall abolish the right of cas- 
sation, which will be transferred 
exclusively to our disposal--to the 
cognizance of him who rules, for 
we must not allow the conception 
among the people of a thought that 
there could be such a thing as a de- 
cision that is not right of judges set 
up by us. If, however, anything 
like this should occur, we shall our- 
selves cassate the decision, but in- 
flict therewith such exemplary pun- 
ishment on the judge for lack of un- 
derstanding of his duty and the pur- 
poses of his appointment as will 
prevent a repetition of such cases. 
. .I repeat that it must be borne in 
mind that we shall know every step 
of our administration which only 
needs to be closely watched for the 
people to be content with us, for it 

has the right to demand from a 
good government a good official. 

Our own nation and our 
subjects will discern in his person a 
father caring for their every need, 
their every act, their every inter-re- 
lation as subjects one with another, 
as well as their relations to the 
ruler. They will then be so thor- 
oughly imbued with the thought that 
it is impossible for them to dispense 
with this wardship and guidance, if 

they wish to live in peace and quiet, 

especially when they are convinced 

that those whom we set up do not 
put their own in place of his au- 

thority, but only blindly execute his, 
dictates. They will be rejoiced that 
we have regulated everything in 

MYTH, cont. from 
previous page 

its own people, WILL GO ON. 

CONGRESS AND THE WHITE 

HOUSE WILL SEE TO IT THAT 
WE REMAIN SLAVES OF THE 
ZIONIsT STATE OF ISRAEL, no 

matter how much we. suffer in 
consequence thereof. 

This article was written exclusively 
for the 

their lives as is done by wise par- When the King of israel sets upon 1 you ones seek and you will put it 
ents who desire to train their chil- his sacred head the crown offered 
dren in the cause of duty and sub- him by Europe he will become pa- 

mission. For the peoples of the triarch of the world. The indis- 
world in regard to the secrets of our pensable victims offered by him in 
policy are ever through the ages cansequence of their suitability will 
only children under age, precisely never reach the number of victims 

as are also their governments. offered in the course of centuries by 
the mania of magnificence, the em- 

As you see, I found our despotism ulation between the gay gov- 
on right and duty; the right to corn- emments. 
pel the execution of duty is the di- 
rect obligation of a government Our King will be in constant com- 
which is a father for its subjects. It munion with the peoples, making to 
has the right of the strong that it them from the tribune speeches 
may use it for the benefit of di- which fame will in that same hour 
recting humanity towards that order distribute over all the world. 
which is defined by nature, namely, 
submission. Everything in the [Hatonn: at exactly 2: 11 P.M. you 
world is in a state of submission, if received a warning of warnings--do 
not to man, then to circumstance or not be foolish enough to toss it to 
its own inner character, in all cases, the side as a sonic boom from one 
to what is stronger. And so shall of your sky-toys. You get these ev- 

from your consciousness for I can- 
not spare you the time for part of it 
was another strike against your be- 
ing which went awry and there is no 
need to ponder that which is past. 
So be it.] 

Let us close this portion as a chap- 
ter for it was indeed a long PRO- 
TOCOL and the reading is easier if 
broken into chewable segments. 
Hatonn to await clearing of the 
board. 

2114191 

The next protocol is extremely im- 

portant for it is through the molding 
of the mind that success is truly 
garnered. Once an idea is thor- 
oughly instilled it is almost impos- 
sible to change the concept. It is 

we be this something stronger for ery time you are about to overstep i true, however, that Satan always 
the sake of good. Soviet bounds as set forth. You presents a flaw which he must hide 

ones play with total world de- most carefully--that is the fact that 
WE are obliged without hesitation struction as if it were a game of God can overcome any and all his 
to sacrifice individuals, who corn- ping-pong! We have much work to tricks so the point is to keep you- 
mit a breach of’ established order, do, Dharma, and we will serve until 

for in the exemplary punishment of there is no breath left with which to 
the-masses separated from the Truth 

of God. However, once revealed in 
evil lies a great educational prob- serve--so be it, so please, just keep its clarity--Truth cannot be sup- 
lem. writing. Sananda will be happy to 

give unto Thomas the information See’PROTOCOLS, next page 

a 
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lencing here and HOW to return to balance. m clearing and relinquishing one’s ego-con- 

sciousness to the subconscious and 

superconscious. 
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study of ancient history, in which 
there are more bad than good ex- 

pressed and ‘thereby comes the fact amples, we shall replace with the 
that “Truth shall set ye free!” study of the programme of the fu- 

ture. We shall 1 erase from the 

14 memory of men all facts of previous 
centuries which are undesirable to 

us, and leave only those which de- 
pict all the errors of the government 

calling. of the The study of practi- 
cal life, of the obligations of order, 

“the in of the relations of people one to an- 
in- other, of avoiding bad and selfish 

New In- examples, which spread the infec- 
tion of evil, and similar questions of 
an educative nature, will stand in 
the forefront of the teaching pro- 

In order to effect the destruction of gramme, which will be drawn up on 
all collective forces except ours we a separate plan for each calling or 
shall emasculate the first stage of state of life, in np wise generalizing 
collectivism--the by re- the teaching. This treatment of the 
educating them in a new direction. question has special importance. 

Each state of life must be trained 
UC- within strict limits corresponding to 

its destination and work in life. 
The 

We shall exclude from the course of 
instruction State Law as also all that 
concerns the political question. 
These subjects will be taught to a 

few dozen of persons chosen for 
their preeminent capacities from 
among the number of the initiated. - - 

By Raquel Martin By Gyeorgos Ceres Hatonn 

$16.95...Trade Paper $lO.OO...Trade Paper 

Release Date l/92 Release Date 12/9 1 

This is the first comprehensive, referenced, Hatonn brings us up to date on critical world 

easy-to-read book about chiropractic care as events such as: The details of the phoney Soviet 

viewed from the patient’s perspective. Over coup. What their new (old) plans are and who 

55 million Americans are receiving or seeking their- new (old) leaders are. The more things 

chiropractic care. Ms. Martin has successfully change the more they remain the same, albeit 

dispelled the myths ,which have in the past under different names or facade. How the 

prevented individual from seeking Soviets pretend weakness while they increase 

chiropractic care as a valid and successful their preparations for war, and 

preventative health care and treatment alter- for more billions of dollars of aid while we 

native She presents the science of disarm and can’t feed our own hungry people. 

Chiropractic& the early history, basic prin- Remember, America, decades ago they said we 

ciples as well as the undeniable evidence of its would give them the rope to hang us? 

effectiveness. 

The ill-guided acquaintances of a 

large number of persons with ques- 
tions of polity creates utopian 
dreamers and bad subjects, as you 
can see for yourselves from the ex- 
ample of the universal education in -.. 
this direction of the We 
must introduce into their education 
all those principles which have so , 
brilliantly broken up their order. 
But when we are in power we shall 
remove every kind of disturbing 

subject from the course of education 
and shall make out of the youth 
obedient children of authority, lov- 
ing him who rules as the support 
and hope of peace and quiet. 

Classicism, as also any form of 

In order that he who rules may be 
gtated firmly in the hearts and 
minds of his subjects it is necessary 
to instruct the whole nation in the 

schools and on the market places 
about his meaning and his acts and 
all his beneficent initiatives. 

We shall abolish every kind of free- 
dom of instruction. Learners of all 
ages will have the right to assemble 
together with their parents in the 
educational establishments as if it 
were in a club; during these assem- 
blies, on holidays, teachers will 
read what will pass as free lectures 
on questions of human relations, of 
the laws of examples, of the limita- 
tions which are born of unconscious 
relations, and, finally, of the phi- 
losophy of new theories not yet de- 
clared to the world. These theories 
will be raised by us to the stage of a 
dogma of faith as a transitional 

stage towards our faith. On the 
completion of this exposition of our 
programme of action in the present 
and the future I will read you the 
principles of these theories. 

of growth, but of course by varying 
methods, we shall swallow up and 
confiscate to our own use the last 
scintilla of independence of 

thought, which we have for long 
past been directing towards subjects 

and ideas useful for us. The system 
of bridling thought is already at 

work in the so-called system of 
teaching by the 
purpose of which is to turn the 

into unthinking submissive 
brutes waiting for things to be pre- 

sented before their eyes in order to 
form an idea of them. . . .In 

France, one of our best agents, 
Bourgeois, has already made public 
a new programme of teaching by 
object lessons. 

17_ 

In a word, knowing by the experi- 
ence of many centuries that people 

live and are guided by ideas, that The practice of advocacy produces 
these ideas are imbibed by people 
only by the aid of education pro- See PROTOCOLS, next page 

vided with equal success for all ages 

I’o order these ,books or receive our catalog contact America Wes 

Publishers, PO. Bok 986, Tehachapi, CA 93581 (800) 729-413 1 
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men cold, cruel, persistent, un- I Introduction to the Commander 
princip1ed9 who in ai1 caSeS kike UP Hatonn is. Gymrgos Ceres Ha&,nn- 
an impersonal, purely legal stand- Aton ’ 

ending one cycle and beginning a you are in the time of, and the 

point. They have the inveterate ’ 
I write through a new and wondrous cycle of action of, Armageddon as 

habit to refer everything to its value “translator”; communications experience. It 

for the defence and not to the public through pulsed short-wave 

This gives cause for recognized from prophecy. 

you of the human species to make makes M) difference to me whether 

welfare of its results. They do not transmission. This is not “psychic changes concurrent with the greater or m,t you are believing of this 
usually decline to undertake any de- channeling nor hocus-pocus”. 

fence whatever, they strive for an is purely "physics" 
This physical changes of the planet. infoDnat.ion. Truth will stand into 

acquittal at all costs, cavilling over transmission, 
Of frequency Yours will be a “spiritual change” infinity and God does not send us, 

receiver 
every petty crux of jurisprudence f 

~rrnina~on and may or may not include the HOS~.S, to banter or kibitz with 

and thereby they demoralize justice. 
o transmission and translation of physical translation. Each will be you about the facts of the matter-- 

For this reason we shall set this pro- 
the signa.l into the English lmgW$e. given choice of direction and ours is to present the situation as it 

fession into narrow frames which 
translation. 

I am Commander of the “Phoenix 
is, unto you. 

will keep it inside this sphere of ex- 
ecutive public service. Advocates, Project”, semi% the Command Of purpose of these writings ad you nenemy” as to “space aliens” 

equally with judges, will be de- that ONE whom You refer to as apeakings is to allow the Truth to be are now all landlocked to your 

of the right of corn- “The Messenger, 
munications with litigants; they will etc.” 

ChisW @h put forth unto the masses who orbiting system. YOU HAVE NO 

The “Command Fleet” is :vould wish to receive, them. The m AMONG THE 
receive business only from the court fr om the sector Pleiades from which 
and will study it by notes of report 

JOUBN~ w be gg gsmd BB CJTHERHOOD XN SPACE 

and documents, defending their 
originated your ancestral lineage. d ocumentation of this portim of (COSMOS). YOU DO HAVE 

clients after they have been interro- 
My mission in preparation for the ENEMlEs IN YOUR “SPACES” 

gated in the court on facts that have 
return of the “God” to reclaim His 

wl&oryw r&t& to t& wficb b 

before-known and unknown- BUT THEY ABE VERY EARTH- 

appeared. They will receive an property* 
He went forth and has f life forms and 

honorarium without regard to the prepared safe passage and “a place” generations to follow this 
SeeINTRO,next page 

quality of the defence. This will for each of YOU who would come manifesfed experience. 

render them mere reporters on law- within His shelter. The choice is 

business in the interest of justice individual for force is not of God ; you com ~a & e, ~0 b 
and as counterpoise to the proctor and you have - free-will for all : speak, ww you ~ but crosa the 
who will be the reporter in the in- choices 
terests of prosecution; this will * 

societal poir$ of no return. You 

shorten business before the courts. human 

In this way will be establish& a 
Our direct commission is to set the rights or you will f&B to the- 

practice of honest unprejudiced de- records into Truth Of content Of ‘Adversary wbo, by & wly-ia &at 

fence conducted not from personal historical facts for the planet is one touted to be the w~ti-C~~w. 

interest but by conviction. This 
will also, by the way, remove the 

present practice of corrupt bargain \ 
between advocates to agree only to 
let that side win which pays most. 

LEARN THE TRUTH BEHIND WHAT YOU'RE BEING'TOLD! 

%>%- 

OS +9 

CHAOS IN AMERICA PRIVACY IN 

and thereby to ruin their mission on 
Contains information on the current 

earth which in these days might still 
economic decline with the history to 

Is privacy possible? This document 

validate King’s findings. 
contains very pragmatic "how to )* and 

~1~0, learn 

be a great hindrance to us. Day by how to survive and prosper despite 
tactical suggestions to help you le- 

day its influence on the peoples of the Chaos with investments, real 
gally fade into the background. 
Topics are: IRS, credit cards, job 

estate, food, energy and self-defense, 
*eworldis fal1ing lower* Freedom $11.95...Trade Paper..John L. 

surveillance, credit history, C more! 
$10.00 . ..Trade Paper..G.C. Hatonn 

SPIRAL TO ECONOMIC DISASTER YOU CAN SLAY TEB DRAGCW. 
We the people can bring Constitu- ' 

the "grey men" and the secret govern- tional law back by recognizing the 

as to other religions we 
. The depression, new currency, 

new money and the debit card system, 
,present unlawful government and 

shall have still less difficulty in 
taking action. Read the "how" and 

financial strategies across the board. of our current enslavement and 

dealing with them, but it would be The incorporation solution for all. 
"why" 
solutions to freedom for all. 

premature to speak of this now. 
$lo o. 

..Trade Paper..G.C. Hatonn $10.00 . ..Trade Paper..G.C. Hatonn 
I’ 

We shall set clericalism and cleri- 
cals into such narrow frames as to -. 

$$$$ Financial Reality Package $$$$ 

make their influence move in ret- 
rogressive proportion to its former 

To Order By Credit Card Call: 800-7294131 or Pax: 805-822-9658 

progress. 
Send Check Money Order To: America Uerrt, Box 986 Tehachapi, Ca. 93581 
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INTkO, cont. from I shall continue to bring to your 

- previous page destruction at which gint that. attention the cover-ups as 

ORIENTED AND. ORIGINATED. 
Command will be in ctige of any occurred ‘and still&occur. &I has 

All of this is.explained in depth in 
evacuation of general nature. Our no mysticism nor hidden a&nda-- 

the writings--this message is for 
Command will bring all Of God's GodisopenandtheOnly"mystery" 

identification of myself and my co- 
people into security. I have no 

responsibility to the “adversary” nor 
is that which you simply do not yet 

workers who bring information and understand--that too, He gives unto 

assistance at this time of evolution. his fOllOvverS and no evil shall be you openly and freely. There are 
brought into the places of Lighted no secret rituals or hidden 

We bring the unfolding and 
God. Evil is a manifestation dmrines, titla or elite 

“human” and we do NOT 
uncovering of the actions upon your 1 

within our 
globe so that you can awaken unto societies 

orderly God-revering these things in that which you 

your plight--with “reason” and 1 
This does not, however, fouow--1 suggest wisdom in 

“proof”. It is up to you as to what ! 
mean that ones who arq in deciding di scemment of vour choices. If vou 

action you take for our commission 

is to respond to you who have asked 

input and assistance. We will DO 

nothing FOR you; we will serve 

and inform with “HOW TO” as we 

move along through the maze of in- 

credible deceit. You have 

NOTHING TO FEAR from us of 

the Lighted Brotherhood of the 

Cosmos for we work and act only 

within the Laws of God and those 

of The Universal Creation 

(Natural). Your would-be-“Kings” 

(rulers of the globe) have heinous 

plans to injure you and place blame 

upon the Cosmic Brotherhood--what 

will be claimed is a blatant LIE. 

You are “People of the Lie” and 

unless you awaken and reclaim your 

heritage as nations and people--you 

shall fall--no more and no less. 

wiU. not be taken intO a Placement give of your i)ower unto ano& 
which can preserve “soul” survival. according to his decrees--you have 

forfeited your Power forever. God 

I am not here to ask Your asks that you accept and take your 
petission for +.hhg; I care not POWER in HIS name that you can 

what any aspect thinks or believes. b ecome one within His Grace and 
I have a mission of God ad I shall reclaimer of bat which is youI 

see to it. You may join with me or 

deny me for it makes not one iota 

rightful . 

of difference. 

anything--not 

I do not “se11” I feel that we must begin to publish 

this Paper nor anY this identification and purpose for 
other item. I have a commitment we are swamped witi uew readers 

and obligation and I will see to it. and it is magnificently importani 
You may do that which you will-- that you KNOW who we are and 

agree or disagree. I do, however, that which we are about--for we are 

suggest that al1 read with an Open about our Father’s business. Again, 
mind to the “possibilities” herein you have nothing to lose by gaining 
for YOU ax told by all COrnefS Of mm md insight-but you da 

your intelligence that you are in a have everything to lose in be 

traumatic time of change--you 

might well be advised to look into 
physical and soul realms by re- 

the possibility of the Truth of this 
maining ignorant at the hands of the 

deceivers who would hide Truth 
information. I chair *e Cosmic from your eyes and ears. So be it. 
Council relative to this Universal I salute 

YOU who assume 
Sector and I believe you will find 

that I am not overruled. He who 
responsibility. I pity you who dc 

not and I have great compassion a 

Massive efforts are put forth to stop 

our presentations--so be it. We 

have naught to lose--YOU HAVE 

EVERYTHING TO LOSE, 

INCLUDING YOUR SOULS AS 

WELL AS YOUR LIVES 

PHYSICAL. My commission is to 

“inform” you and I shall do so to 

the best of my allowed abilities for I 

(we) are not allowed by Cosmic 

Law to ‘interfere or intervene except 

in specific and delineated instances 

which have been cov&ed in lengthy 

dialogue prior to this. 

I serve aboard the Command Ship, 

and I head the Fleet 

Command. I am Commander of 

the United Federation Fleet, 

Intergalactic Federation Command. 

I link with other Commands, i.e., 

the referenced “Ashtar Command”, 

only in time of imminent planetary 

denounces my person had best be we pass on into the mar, 

WefullY 
intent of wisdom for I meet with perceive the . 
any man and/or energy who claims 

I offer rn: 
h an in love and brotherhood and d 

my fdSeneSS. I find that you all that I have and am 

ever, somehow, wishes to Accept or deny my person--but 
participate in that invitation for 
confrontation--do you not find that 

suggest you look into the possibilic 

strange? 
that what we bring “might” well bl 

Truth and you will come tc 

You will find most of the “New 
understand. To deny the robber 

who has just bound and gagga 
Age” groups and speakers fully in is to be a stupid fool m 

alignment with the “New World bet,& part of wisdom is td loOk 
Order--Global Government”. discern and’ hen’ act. God neve 

will be denied for *ey do not limits your investigation into al 
realize the subterfuge and “sucking 

facets of the Truth--does you 
in” of the innocent and ignorant. I “minister,,? 

suggest you pay close attention for 
. Does your con trollin, 

you are on the brink of losing your 
hierarchy? I suggest you ponde 

world--not just your freedoms. 

sis well 
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